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Global Gold Sponsors

FROM DEEP SEA
TO DEEP KNOWLEDGE
In a volatile world market, a bank with global presence and staying power is rare. ABN AMRO has been financing this sector since 1720. Many clients
have been with us for decades because our support goes beyond dollars. A stable team of sector specialists with the experience to advise you on
funding diversification and strategic capital management, we offer a complete product range and the industry know-how to develop creative solutions.
Add fast decision-making, flawless execution, and integrated risk and portfolio management, and you can see why companies tend to stay with us for
the long haul. For more on how our Transportation team could support your business, visit abnamro.com/ect

The 2014 Capital Link Greek Shipping Leadership Award
Presented to: Pericles

S. Panagopoulos

Presented by: Mr. Efthimios E. Mitropoulos
IMO Secretary-General Emeritus
Chairman, "Maria Tsakos" Foundation
Pericles S. Panagopoulos was born in Athens and studied in Greece, Switzerland and England. He studied at the
Ecole Supérieure de Commerce Lausanne, in the Canton of Vaud, and then in London, where he studied Shipping
and Shipping Law at the City of London College. Besides Greek, his native language, he speaks English, French
and Italian.
He started his career in shipping at a very young age and worked in both cargo and passenger shipping. In 1971,
after several years of working in the passenger shipping business, he founded Royal Cruise Line (RCL) with the
purpose of engaging in luxury cruises. RCL built and operated such well known cruise ships as the Golden
Odyssey, the Royal Odyssey and the Crown Odyssey, all under the Greek flag and with Greek crews only. Royal
Cruise Line was repeatedly named one of the best cruise Lines in the world.
At the end of 1989, after a very successful performance which lasted for about two decades, P. Panagopulos sold
Royal Cruise Line to Norwegian interests. In 1992 he took control of an Athens listed Stock Exchange Company,
which he renamed Attica Enterprises, now Attica Group. In 1993, Attica Enterprises founded a subsidiary,
Superfast Ferries Maritime S.A., operating state of the art, luxury, newly built, passenger-car ferries between
Greece and Italy and becoming instantly the undisputed market leader. Soon after that Superfast Ferries expanded
its services to the North of Europe namely between Germany and Finland and between Scotland and Belgium thus
becoming the first Greek Company to engage in quality transportation in North European waters with newbuilt, state
of the art passenger / car ferries. Since late 1999, Attica Group further expanded in coastal island shipping by
creating Blue Star Ferries. Attica was voted “Best Passenger Line of the Year” in Lloyd’s List Greek Shipping
Awards.
In October 2007, Pericles Panagopulos sold his interest in Attica Group to the Marfin Investment Group S.A., while
he maintained his activities in shipping through Magna Marine Inc, a management company of dry bulk cargo ships,
which he founded in 1990. Magna Marine is active in Panamax and Supramax tonnage.
From January 2003 until January 2009, Pericles Panagopulos was the elected President of the Association of
Greek Passenger Shipping Companies. He holds the title of Honary President of the Association.
He has been a member of the Board of Directors of the Hellenic Chamber of Shipping, and a member of the Board
of Directors of Banks, Insurance Companies and Professional Associations.
Pericles Panagopulos along with the shipping companies he established in the course of his career has received
several major Greek and International awards, honors and distinctions including the Award for a Self-made
Businessman from the Athens Chamber of Industry and Commerce, the Lifetime Achievement Award from Lloyd's
List for his lifelong quality contribution to shipping, the "Eucrates" Prize and many other awards and accolades.
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Greek shipping as a gateway from the financial crisis
By: Mr. Miltiades Varvitsiotis
Minister of Shipping and of Aegean
Hellenic Republic
Since the beginning of history, Greek people have always been closely
related to the sea. In addition to that, each time our country was faced with an
economic crisis, shipping had always been the point of reference and
provided the means to overcome it.
As regards the international level, Hellenic shipping has also been working its
way up to the leading place worldwide for many years. Currently, Hellenic
merchant fleet accounts for 15% of global capacity, and 40% of European
capacity. It numbers 1386 ships of total grt 72,6 million DWT, thus ranking
seventh worldwide with almost 4,78% of world tonnage. Furthermore, about
7,3 % of world fleet is owned by Hellenic interests as well as 6,1% of liners.
Thus Hellenic fleet is a unique, extremely successful and bright example of
Hellenic economy. Hellenic shipping, has never ceased to play its critical part
in the history of this country, and continues so still today, contributing in the
national level both in terms of employment posts, and state revenue as well
as prestige, at a time when our country needs it more than ever.
Personally, as Minister of Shipping and of Aegean, I am proud to represent a
country with long maritime tradition. Even more so, at a moment when our
country is at the helm of European Union and our economy is gaining its way
back to stability. All our international partners admit that Greece is now
integral part of Eurozone.
Our action now, our policy now, focuses on every party involved in shipping.
They focus on each seafarer, master and shipowner who represents Hellenic
seamanship. Our national and main responsibility is to form a competitive and
attractive institutional framework which shall put forward this comparative
advantage for Greece. The Ministry of Shipping and of Aegean and myself,
shall continue investing on our people in shipping, who by their ability and
innovation efforts have managed to fly Hellenic flag all over the planet.

2013 CAPITAL LINK LEADERSHIP AWARD

Honoree: John P. Calamos, Sr. - Chairman, CEO and Global Co-Chief Investment Officer, Calamos Investments

2012 CAPITAL LINK LEADERSHIP AWARD

Honoree: Andrew N. Liveris - Chairman and Chief Executive Officer , The Dow Chemical Company

2013 GREEK SHIPPING LEADERSHIP AWARD
Honoree: Captain Panagiotis N. Tsakos

2013 CSR LEADERSHIP AWARD

Honoree: Clay Maitland - Founding Chairman - NAMEPA & Managing Partner
- International Registries, Inc.

It is a very exciting time for shipping, full of challenges and opportunities. Industry participants
seem to believe that the rebound in most market segments is not that far away. Still, volatility and
uncertainty prevail, and market operators try to optimize their positioning both for the short and
medium term. Supply pressures are still there, albeit a lot smaller. Freight rates and asset values
have been on an upwards trajectory, and demand projections allow us to keep our optimism.
On the other hand, financing remains a big challenge, as the number of traditional shipping banks
has diminished and overall bank credit has become more difficult and most costly to obtain. Enter
the private equity firms, which are now playing an important role providing a significant part of the
capital needed for growth or survival.
At the same time, capital markets which for quite some time shied away from shipping are now
open again for fixed income and equity offerings. We see quite a few IPOs, several follow on
offerings, bond issues, preferred share offerings, even non-bank financings. The innovation and the appetite seem to be
there.
Today, the real challenge is not whether opportunities will surface – they are there, despite the fact that asset values have
appreciated compared to their recent lows. The overall sentiment is that we are at the beginning of a new cycle and many
owners feel this is the time to re-invest. So, the real challenge is who can take advantage of these opportunities given the
new landscape in the world of finance and capital markets. Strong liquidity and access to financing are critical success
factors in this pursuit, especially as traditional sources of financing have become less available.
Our Forum not only covers the latest developments and trends in international trade, dry bulk commodities, and the
energy markets—framed against the broader backdrop of the global economy—but reviews in depth the various funding
alternatives for raising capital among listed and private shipping companies.
Capital Link’s Shipping Forums are well-known for their high quality and effectiveness. They are unique marketing and
networking events attended by a large and high caliber audience of shipping industry executives, such as owners,
commercial and investment bankers, media, and a wide range of other industry participants.
Capital Link has made a major commitment to serve as an effective link between shipping, financiers and investors
around the world. In this context, beyond the tailor made investor relations and financial communications strategies we
formulate and execute for each of our clients, we have undertaken several initiatives aimed to enhance the information
flow and raise the profile of shipping to the wider investment community.
We believe that with our shipping website, webinars, newsletters and conferences in Athens, London and New York, we
have established a platform that links investors, financiers and shipping companies and enables them to interact
effectively.
This year, the Capital Link Shipping Leadership Award, which aims to recognize the valuable contribution of an individual
to the Greek and International Shipping Industry will be presented to Mr. Pericles Panagopoulos, a patriarch of the Greek
Shipping Community who commands respect and appreciation throughout the industry.
We would like to thank the sponsors and media partners of our event for their support and contribution in making this
event such a unique success. We are gratified to see that the majority of our sponsors are with us year after year and
support all of our Shipping Forums, indicating the wide acceptance of the Capital Link Shipping Forums in the financial,
investment and shipping communities.
Sincerely,
Nicolas Bornozis, President
Capital Link, Inc.
Capital Link, Inc.
Linking Shipping and Investors Across the Globe
Excellence in Investor Relations and Financial Communications
www.capitallink.com www.capitallinkforum.com www.capitallinkshipping.com
New York  LondonPage
 Athens
 Oslo
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IN COOPERATION WITH

9:00 AM - 9:30 AM

GLOBAL LEAD SPONSORS

REGISTRATION
MORNING SESSIONS

9:15 AM - 9:20 AM

Welcome Remarks

Mr. Nicolas Bornozis, President - Capital Link, Inc.

9:20 AM - 9:40 AM

The Outlook for the Global Economy and
World Trade

Mr. Nick Kounis, Head of Macro Research - ABN AMRO
Moderator:
Mr. Lawrence Rutkowski, Partner - Seward & Kissel LLP
Panelists:
 Mr. Hamish Norton, Head of Corporate Development Oceanbulk Maritime (USA) Inc.
 Ms. Marianna Fassinotti, Managing Director - Siguler Guff
 Mr. Robert P. Burke, CEO - Ridgebury Tankers

9:45 AM - 10:20 AM

The Role of Private Equity in Shipping
Today

10:25 AM - 10:45 AM

Creative Financing - Fast Solutions
for Today’s Market Conditions

Mr. Sultan Riaz Khan, Advisor to the GMS Projects & Finance
Department

10:50 AM - 11:10 PM

A New Era in Internal Controls:
“Implementing the New COSO Internal
Controls Integrated Framework”

Mr. Randall C. Anstine, Global Capital Markets Director - EY

11:15 AM - 11:35 AM

Restructuring: Opportunities for a
New Beginning

Mr. Robert G. Burns, Partner - Bracewell & Giuliani
Moderator:
Mr. Jasel Chauhan, Senior Associate, Ship Finance - Holman
Fenwick Willan International LLP

11:40 AM - 12:15 PM

Panelists:
 Mr. Gust Biesbroeck, Head of Transportation - ABN
AMRO, Energy, Commodities & Transportation
 Mr. Vassilios Maroulis, Shipping, Logistics & Offshore
Director - Citibank N.A.
 Ms. Henriette Brent Petersen, Head of Shipping &
Offshore Research - DVB Bank SE

Shipping & Bank Financing

Moderator:
Mr. Robert Wilkins, Partner - Reed Smith

12:20 PM - 12:55 PM

Panelists:
 Mr. Michail Zekyrgias, Managing Director Global Credit &
Special Situations Group - Bank of America Merrill Lynch
 Mr. Robin Das, Founder & Director - Auld Partners
 Mr. Alexander Tracy, Director - Miller Buckfire
 Mr. Jon Howells, Managing Partner - Capstan Capital
Partners LLP

Acquisition of Non-Performing
Shipping Loans
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LUNCHEON & KEYNOTE ADDRESS

"Greek Shipping - a Global Force"

Mr. Miltiadis Varvitsiotis

1:15 PM - 2:30 PM

Minister of Shipping, Maritime Affairs & the Aegean
of the Hellenic Republic
CAPITAL LINK GREEK SHIPPING LEADERSHIP AWARD
Honoring: Mr. Pericles Panagopoulos
Remarks & Presentation by:

2:30 PM - 3:15 PM

Mr. Efthimios E. Mitropoulos

IMO Secretary - General Emeritus
Chairman - "Maria Tsakos" Foundation
AFTERNOON SESSIONS
3:30 PM - 3:35 PM

Introductory Remarks

Ms. Isabella Schidrich, Senior Managing Director - NASDAQ
OMX
Moderator:
Mr. Steven Hollander, Counsel, Corporate Group - Watson
Farley & Williams
Panelists:
 Mr. Jeffrey Pribor, Global Head of Shipping Investment
Banking - Jefferies & Company, Inc.
 Mr. Nicholas Stillman, Managing Director Investment
Banking - Clarkson Capital Markets
 Mr. Eric Schless, Managing Director - Wells Fargo
Securities LLC

3:35 PM - 4:10 PM

The Reopening of the Capital
Markets for Shipping

4:15 PM - 4:35 PM

Raising Capital in Norway

Mr. Erik Helberg, Chief Executive Officer - RS Platou Markets
AS

4:40 PM - 5:00 PM

Preparing for an IPO

Mr. Socrates Leptos - Bourgi, Partner, Global Shipping & Ports
Leader - PwC Greece
Moderator:
Mr. John Gaffney, Partner - Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher LLP

5:05 PM - 5:45 PM

5:45 PM - 7:00 PM

Analysts Panel

Panelists:
 Mr. Fotis Giannakoulis, Vice President, Shipping - Morgan
Stanley
 Mr. Herman Hildan, Shipping Analyst - RS Platou Markets
AS
 Mr. Michael Webber, Senior Analyst, Director - Wells Fargo
Securities
 Mr. Ben Nolan, Director Maritime Research - Stifel
COCKTAIL RECEPTION
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Capital Link Forums

2014 Calendar

This investor-focused event will examine the latest trends, developments and
challenges associated with master limited partnerships (MLPs). It also presents a
networking platform for financial advisors, financial planners, institutional
investors, fund and asset managers, analysts, other wealth management
professionals, and major financial media.
The eight installment of the Invest in International Shipping Forums, this
investor-focused event allows a platform for high-level executives and
shipping companies to share and examine the shipping markets in light of
annual results. Institutional investors and analysts, financial advisors, bankers,
financial media, and other qualified investors will be in attendance.
This annual event, playing host to 1,000 attendees every year, will not only
address the benefits and challenges associated with using closed-end funds
(CEFs) and ETFs, but will also present a networking platform for financial
advisors, financial planners, institutional investors, fund and asset managers,
analysts, other wealth management professionals, and major financial media.
With the rise in regulatory bodies measuring CSR’s progress and success,
as well as the unprecedented diversification across different industries and
sectors, selecting a responsible course that caters to a company’s individual
CSR needs is difficult. This event will demonstrate how an effective brand of
CSR not only depends on assessing the applicability and practical benefits
of CSR, but also how companies communicate the value of CSR to investors.
Capital Link continues to support the sustainable development in Greece
by promoting and presenting both the initiatives from the business side,
as well as the activities and needs of NGOs. This forum will discuss the
development and maintenance of CSR a strategy and necessity, which
will help companies balance the achievement of profitability with
sustainable growth.
As the global derivatives market undergoes further economic and regulatory
changes, the ability to effectively manage risks is becoming paramount,
and the need for global collaboration is heightening. The fifth in its series,
this program will feature a distinguished list of speakers who will provide a
unique and insightful global perspective on commodities, energy, and freight
derivatives.
In cooperation with the LSE, this event provides investors with a comprehensive
review of various shipping markets to investment communities in the UK and
throughout Europe. Shipowners, shipping executives, institutional investors,
research analysts, industry experts, commercial and investment bankers, risk
advisors, private equity and venture capital firms, high-net worth investors,
and financial media attend this London forum every year.
With greater industry sophistication, awareness, and expectations, corporate
social responsibility (CSR) is an increasingly important issue that shipping
and offshore companies cannot afford to ignore. This forum will explore how
companies can keep a competitive advantage in terms of gaining market
share, attracting top talent, and preserving employee retention by adopting
CSR policies.
U.S. and Greek businesses and investment communities will discuss the
latest trends in the capital and stock markets while covering topics ranging
from shipping, information technology, energy, banking, and finance to
telecommunications and real estate. This event receives annual support
from the NYSE Euronext and is held under the auspices of the Ministry for
Development, Competitivenes, Infrastructure, Transport & Networks.

Capital Link, Inc.

www.capitallink.com - www.capitallinkforum.com

London:

New York: 230 Park Avenue, Suite 1536, New York, NY 10169 | Tel.: +1 212 661 7566 | Fax: +1 212 661 7526
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Athens: 40, Agiou Konstantinou Str., Suite A5, 151-24, Athens, Greece | Tel.: +30 210 6109 800 | Fax: +30 210 6109 801
Oslo: Raadhusgaten 25, P.O.Box 1904 Vika, N-0116, Oslo, Norway

IN COOPERATION WITH

Intercontinental Exchange Group, Inc. (NYSE: ICE) is the leading network of regulated exchanges and clearing houses for financial
and commodity markets. ICE delivers transparent, reliable and accessible data, technology and risk management services to markets
around the world through its portfolio of exchanges, including the New York Stock Exchange, ICE Futures, Liffe and Euronext.

The inventor of the electronic exchange, The NASDAQ OMX Group, Inc., fuels economies and provides transformative technologies
for the entire lifecycle of a trade - from risk management to trade to surveillance to clearing. In the U.S. and Europe, we own and
operate 24 markets, 3 clearinghouses and 5 central securities depositories supporting equities, options, fixed income, derivatives,
commodities, futures and structured products. Able to process more than 1 million messages per second at sub-40 microsecond
speeds with 99.999% uptime, our technology drives more than 80 marketplaces in 50 developed and emerging countries into the
future, powering 1 in 10 of the world’s securities transactions. Our award-winning data products and worldwide indexes are the
benchmarks in the financial industry. Home to approximately 3,300 listed companies - worth $8 trillion in market capitalization - whose
innovations shape our world, and home to more than 10,000 corporate service clients, we give the ideas of tomorrow access to capital
today. Welcome to where the world takes a big leap forward, daily. Welcome to the NASDAQ OMX Century. To learn more, visit www.
nasdaqomx.com.
Follow us on Facebook (http://www.facebook.com/NASDAQ) and Twitter (http://www.twitter.com/nasdaqomx). (Symbol: NDAQ and
member of S&P 500).

GLOBAL LEAD SPONSORS

With a rich history dating back to 1720, ABN AMRO is a highly respected and stable banking partner for our clients. We are proud of
our heritage and excited by our potential, with a constant aim to help our customers conduct their business more effectively. The new
ABN AMRO offers a complete range of retail, private banking, commercial and merchant banking products and services.
Within the Large Corporates & Merchant Banking of ABN AMRO, Energy, Commodities & Transportation (ECT) is a worldwide top
player in the Energy, Commodities and Transportation industries. ECT provides financial solutions to international companies that are
active in the value chain of the ECT industries. Our extensive market knowledge has made us leaders in these industries.
Energy has a longstanding position in providing financial services to international companies active in the Oil & Gas and Offshore
services industries.
Commodities finances the international flows of various commodities and provides financial solutions to international companies
involved in the global origination, primary processing, logistics, trading and distribution of commodities. Specialized along three
sectors: Agri, Metals and Energy Commodities.
Transportation offers structured and innovative financing solutions to international companies active in the maritime industry with an
asset based business model. The focus is on financing of deep sea shipping industry and the off-shore service industry.
Principal Finance provides financing beyond traditional debt advance rates (mezzanine debt) and co-invests as Principal with strategic
clients in all ECT sectors. Typical financings in these asset classes are asset backed with predictable underlying cash flows, resulting
in less volatile returns than “private equity” type of investments.
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THE NYSE MARITIME FRANCHISE
The NYSE is proud to list the world’s leading maritime companies.

Box Ships Inc.
MARINE PETROLEUM

Navios Maritime Holdings Inc.

TEEKAY CORPORATION

TEEKAY OFFSHORE PARTNERS L.P.

TEEKAY LNG PARTNERS L.P.

TEEKAY TANKERS LTD.

The NYSE is the leading US exchange for capital raising, including follow-on offerings. Shipping companies on the NYSE
experience deepest liquidity enabling continuous and efficient financing flexibility, as evidenced by our history of IPOs and FollowOn Offerings of the last 10 years:

91

24

14

34

Number of IPOs

Number of FOs

$9,674

$4,856
$2,745

$3,156

IPO Proceeds $m

FO Proceeds

Time Period: 1/1/2003-12/31/2013; Source: Ipreo; Sector: Marine Transportation. Includes private placements.

NYSE Contact: Stefan Jekel, +1 212 656-5773, sjekel@nyx.com
www.nyx.com
©2014 NYSE Euronext All rights reserved

rh/N15921/140210
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GLOBAL LEAD SPONSORS

Tsakos Energy Navigation Ltd. (TEN) (NYSE: TNP) is one of the largest independent transporters of energy in the world controlling
a versatile fleet of modern crude and product tankers with strong ice-class capabilities and liquefied natural gas (“LNG”) vessels. The
average age of the pro forma fleet is 6.8 years versus 8.8 years for the world tanker average. TEN has established a reputation as an
experienced and efficient operator of well-maintained tankers and has proactively met customers energy transportation requirements
globally.
TEN’s fleet, including the LNG carrier Maria Energy, currently under construction and five Aframax crude oil tankers under construction,
consists of 54 double-hull vessels, a mix of product tankers, crude tankers and LNG carriers, totaling 5.5 million dwt. Of these, 28
are product carriers ranging from DP2 shuttle suezmaxes to handysize, 24 are crude tankers ranging from VLCCs to Aframaxes, and
two are LNG carriers. The Company also held an option for construction of an LNG carrier that was initially exercisable by January
31, 2014 and intends to engage in discussions with the shipyard to extend the option to the end of February 2014. 21 vessels have
ice class designation.
As of February 2014, TEN’s secured contract coverage is 60% and 38% for the available vessel days of 2014 and 2015, with
expected minimum revenues of approximately $190 million and $150 million, respectively. Overall, TEN’s minimum contracted charter
revenues is approximately $880 million with an average employment of 2.7 years per vessel. The Company has currently 19 vessels
on fixed time charters, nine vessels on charters with profit sharing arrangements and 20 vessels trading in COAs and spot related
charters.
TEN has been paying regular cash dividends since its listing on the New York Stock Exchange in March 2002. Following a stable
dividend policy, the payments are currently quarterly (February, May, August and November). Since initiation of dividend payments
following the March 2002 NYSE listing, and including the recent dividend paid on December 17, 2013, of $0.05 per share of common
stock outstanding, TEN has paid $383 million or $9.725 per share in dividends to its shareholders compared with the IPO price of
$7.50 per share (taking into account the 2-1 share split of November 14, 2007).
The Company has remained profitable in 18 of the 19 years since inception in 1993 deriving profits from both operations and sale
& purchase (S&P) transactions. Since the NYSE IPO, TEN has registered over $1 billion in profits of which $280 million is derived
from S&P transactions. In operation since 1993, TEN is one of the oldest running Greek Shipping Companies with public market
experience. The Company’s common shares are listed on the New York Stock Exchange under the ticker “TNP.”
In May of 2013, TEN raised gross proceeds of $50 million, through a public offering of 8.00% Series B Cumulative Redeemable
Perpetual Preferred Shares at $25.00 per share. The Series B Preferred Shares trade on the New York Stock Exchange, under the
symbol “TNPPRB”
On September 30, 2013, TEN closed a $50 million offering of 8 7/8 % Series C Cumulative Redeemable Perpetual Preferred Shares
in a public offering under its effective shelf registration statement at $25.00 per share. The Series C Preferred Shares trade on the
New York Stock Exchange, under the symbol “TNPPRC”
Dividends on the 8.0% Series B Preferred Shares and 8 7/8% Series C Preferred Shares will be paid quarterly in arrears on the
30th day of January, April, July and October of each year if and when declared by the Company’s board of directors. TEN has so far
declared three dividends for the Series B Preferred Shares, one on July 30th of 0.44444 per share, the second and third of $0.50
cents per share on October 30th 2013 and January 30th 2014, while the Series C Preferred Shares recently paid a dividend in the
amount of $0.73958 per share on January 30, 2014.
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NASDAQ OMX
CONTINUES TO BE THE LEADING

MARKET FOR SHIPPING

With 40 listed shipping companies and a
combined market capitalization of $67B USD,
NASDAQ OMX is the chosen home for shipping.

WWW.NASDAQOMX.COM

© COPYRIGHT 2014, THE NASDAQ OMX GROUP, INC. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. Q14-0294. 02-11
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EY logo use instructions and conditions

If this logo is being used by an external party, the external user must agree to the follow
instructions and conditions.

Any use of the EY logo in materials promoting activity between the firm and an externa
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S.
Lynch
at
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212
773
8332.
The Bank offers integrated financing solutions and advisory services with regard to Shipping Finance, Aviation Finance, Offshore
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in the
international
transport finance
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& Young
LLP
Independence
Group.business.
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Finance and Land Transport Finance. DVB is present at all key international financial centres and transport hubs: at its Frankfurt/Main
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instructions
head office, as well as various
European
locations (Athens, Bergen, Hamburg, London, Oslo, Rotterdam and Zurich), plus offices in
the Americas (New York City The
and Curaçao)
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in Asia (Singapore
andconsists
Tokyo). of the following:
EY brand
or logo,

The EY
letters
DVB Bank SE is listed at the 
Frankfurt
Stock
Exchange (ISIN: DE0008045501).

 The tagline – Building a better working world

Please visit our website www.dvbbank.com
additional
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 In some for
usages,
the
small Beam

EY is a global leader in assurance, tax, transaction and advisory services. The insights and quality services we deliver help build trust
logo and
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with
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and confidence in the capitalEY
markets
economies theEY
world
over.
Wesmall
develop
outstanding leaders who team to deliver on our
promises to all of our stakeholders. In so doing, we play a critical role in building a better working world for our people, for our clients
and for our communities.
The EY logo is rendered in a specific configuration and should not be altered in any

way
than resizing proportionately. Under no circumstances should other logos be developed
For more information about our organization, please visit ey.com.
guidance on which logo is suitable for your application, see the “what logo where” table
Visual identity principles, available on The Branding Zone. If you require special assistan
choosing a logo to meet your particular needs, please contact The Branding Zone.

Color
The logo must be used in one color only for all applications (with the exception of the sm
Beam which must always appear in EY Yellow and EY Gray). It is recommended that the
chosen should be of the highest contrast possible against the background onto which it
placed. Use the EY color palette of gray, black or white.

Clear space
When using the logo, a certain amount of clear space must surround it to maintain its vi
integrity. No other elements may intrude on the clear space.

The clear space is based on the height of the letter E within the logo. In most circumsta
the clear space is one E height all around. Where the small Beam logo is in use, the clea
from the highest point of the beam is one third of the cap E height. It is preferred that n
graphic element be placed directly above, below or adjacent to the logo.
For more information, see the “Brand elements” section of The Branding Zone.

The logo should only be used as stated above. All other uses of the logo should follow th
standards as detailed on The Branding Zone. With questions, please write to The Brandi
Zone.
An Ernst & Young LLP Document
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Bracewell & Giuliani’s Maritime Investment and Restructuring
practice has an exceptional blend of experience in U.S. and
international insolvency law, maritime finance, regulatory, and
corporate law. Our attorneys have been at the forefront of U.S.
and international restructurings, new financings, Jones Act
issues, charter contracts and other areas unique to the maritime
shipping industry. We have been involved in the acquisitions of
a broad range of maritime assets, including owners, operators
and managers of tankers, bulk carriers, towing and subsea
maintenance service providers, and ship builders.
This experience provides our professionals with the ability
to approach each situation with a focus on delivering a
comprehensive solution that considers both the legal and
business objectives of maritime industry participants. Our most
recent assignments include: Overseas Shipholding Group
(bondholders), TMT Procurement (debtors), Excel Maritime
(principal shareholder), Omega Navigation (debtors) and Marco
Polo Seatrade (debtors).
Contact: Bob Burns, Partner, Co-Chair of Bracewell’s Maritime
Investment and Restructuring Practice, Bracewell & Giuliani
LLP, 1251 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 10020 . . .
212.508.6155 . . . robert.burns@bgllp.com . . . www.bgllp.com

Clarkson Capital Markets LLC is a boutique investment
banking business focused on the global maritime, oil services
and natural resources sectors. The primary offices are in New
York, Houston, and London. Clarkson Capital Markets is wholly
owned by Clarkson PLC’s (LSE: CKN) (“Clarksons”). Clarksons
PLC is a company that has been in business over 160 years
and has over 30 global offices which gives Clarkson Capital
Markets a key presence in most major markets by being a part of
the world’s largest maritime services provider. Clarksons many
offices act as the eyes and ears of the maritime and offshore
markets for Clarkson Capital Markets, allowing us to secure firsthand knowledge and excellent industry intelligence to bring our
experience to an international client base. We have a reputation
for putting together innovative deal structures and for closing
complex transactions.
Clarkson Capital Markets teams are engaged principally in:
• Corporate mergers and acquisitions with both the investor
and ship-owning communities
• Financial restructuring and advisory
• Strategic advisory
• Public equity and debt capital markets
• Private placements of equity and debt securities
• Equity sales and trading
• Equity research covering the shipping, offshore, oilfield
service and commodity sectors
• Advice on and implementation of IPOs

We maintain a strong relationship with institutional investors in
our principal areas of business. These investors range from
private equity to mutual funds, pension and hedge funds. Our
in-house equity research analysts have unique access to the
huge Clarkson Research Services database of information
covering the shipping, offshore and oilfield businesses as well
as daily market intelligence from the broking teams. They cover
over 100 companies worldwide which, when combined with the
investment banking and trading services, provides a unique,
in-depth industry knowledge with substantial capital markets,
trading advisory expertise to provide unparalleled service to our
clients.

Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher has more than 1,100 lawyers in
18 offices located in major cities throughout the United States,
Europe, Asia, the Middle East and Latin America, including
Beijing, Brussels, Century City, Dallas, Denver, Dubai, Hong
Kong, London, Los Angeles, Munich, New York, Orange County,
Palo Alto, Paris, San Francisco, São Paulo, Singapore, and
Washington, D.C. We are committed to providing the highest
quality legal services to our clients in a personal, responsive
manner.
Gibson Dunn is a recognized leader in representing companies
ranging from start-up ventures to multinational corporations
across diverse industries from high-technology to manufacturing,
financial institutions and other service companies to government
entities. On behalf of its clients, the firm handles every aspect
of litigation, crisis management, corporate transactions and
counseling, corporate governance, regulatory law, antitrust law,
business restructurings and reorganizations, tax, employment
and labor law, intellectual property and real estate law, and many
related practice areas.

Global Marketing Systems (GMS) was founded in the USA
in 1992. GMS began business through the acquisition of naval
vessels from the US Maritime Administration (MARAD) in
Washington DC and immediately became the largest buyer of
scrap vessels from MARAD. In 1994, GMS began buying ships
from Russian Ministry of Defense and once again became the
largest buyer in the world for Russian Naval vessels. In 1996,
GMS expanded in to purchase of commercial fleets and in about
five years, became the world’s largest Cash Buyer of ships; a
position the company proudly continues to hold throughout the
turbulent years until today!
With offices in USA, Dubai, China, Singapore, and Japan, GMS
is the only cash buyer with EXCLUSIVE local representative
offices in all FIVE of the major recycling markets of the world viz.,
India, Bangladesh, Pakistan, China and Turkey. With a team of
more than 50 professionals worldwide, GMS is able to respond to
client needs 24/7. Quality conscious ship owners tend to sell their
ships EXCLUSIVELY to GMS. As a result, GMS has negotiated
over 2,500 ships and holds the record in delivering 32 ships in
22 days!
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Over the years, GMS has succeeded in its efforts to help
understand and modernize the ship recycling process. In addition
to being the world’s FIRST ISO 9001:2000 certified Cash Buyer,
GMS has developed a unique Green Ship Recycling process
together with a leading IACS class society. This process is cost
effective and complies fully with the guidelines set by the Hong
Kong Convention for safe and responsible ship recycling. For its
efforts, Lloyd’s List has ranked the President of GMS amongst
the Top 100 Most Influential People in Shipping for the years
2010, 2011, 2012 and 2013!
The financial crisis in shipping provided GMS the impetus to
expand in to ship finance. The projects team at GMS works
closely with brokers, banks, ship owners and private equity firms
to structure creative and unorthodox financing options. Most
of the investments are equity based. GMS investments have
ranged from investments in shipping companies, ship owning,
bareboat charter deals and several other projects.

Jefferies, the global investment banking firm, has served
companies and investors for over 50 years. Headquartered in
New York, with offices in over 30 cities around the world, the
firm provides clients with capital markets and financial advisory
services, institutional brokerage and securities research, as well
as wealth and asset management. The firm provides research
and execution services in equity, fixed income, foreign exchange,
futures and commodities markets, and a full range of investment
banking services including underwriting, merger and acquisition,
restructuring and recapitalization and other advisory services,
with all businesses now operating across the Americas, Europe
and Asia. Jefferies Group LLC (jefferies.com) is a wholly-owned
subsidiary of Leucadia National Corporation (NYSE: LUK), a
diversified holding company.

A PREMIER QUALITY REGISTRY
International Registries, Inc. (IRI) and its affiliates are the
Maritime and Corporate Administrators of the Republic of the
Marshall Islands (RMI) and have been administering maritime
and corporate programs for over half a century. IRI prides
itself on its high level of customer service, economical pricing
and extensive experience. The Marshall Islands Maritime and
Corporate Registry (Registry) is fully committed to the safety and
security of personnel ashore and afloat, the Registry’s vessels
and the marine environment. IRI has an excellent reputation
within the international business community and will continue to
be at the forefront of vessel and corporate registries.

the specialized needs of the shipping and financial services
industries across a broad commercial and economic spectrum.
IRI, which is headquartered in Reston, Virginia USA, with easy
access to Washington, DC, has full service offices in 20 major
shipping and financial centers around the world.
LEADERSHIP
IRI, through a legislatively endorsed joint venture agreement
with the Government of the Marshall Islands, is authorized to
administer the maritime and corporate programs for the Marshall
Islands. The IRI Board of Managers is the executive body that is
responsible for the Registry’s growth and strategic direction.
WHAT IRI DOES
The Marshall Islands ship registry program was initiated by the
Government of the Marshall Islands in 1988. With the adoption
of a new Maritime Act in 1990, the maritime laws of the Marshall
Islands were aligned with the many changes in ship registration,
financing and licensing that have taken place in the shipping
industry. The Marshall Islands ship registry is the fourth largest
open registry in the world. Vessel types include, but are not
limited to, tankships, LNG/gas carriers, bulk carriers, offshore
exploration and support vessels, container ships, passenger
vessels and yachts. The Registry’s network of worldwide offices
has the ability to register a vessel, record a mortgage, form a
corporation and service clientele.

Reed Smith is a leading international law firm with nearly 1,800
lawyers in 25 offices throughout Europe, the Middle East, Asia
and the United States.
Founded in 1877, the firm represents leading international
businesses from FTSE 100 corporations to mid-market and
emerging enterprises. Its lawyers execute the full range of
strategic, domestic and cross-border transactions, provide
litigation and other dispute resolution services in multijurisdictional and high-stake matters and deliver regulatory
counsel.
Reed Smith’s Global Shipping Group, consisting of over 90
lawyers worldwide (including six seafarers, of whom three are
master mariners), is one the largest and well regarded shipping
and maritime practices, ranked as Band 1 by Chambers and
Partners for 2014. The Group has an international clientele
including banks, financial institutions, private equity firms,
hedge funds, shipowners, charterers, ports, shipyards, maritime
insurance providers and energy and trading companies.
The Shipping Group coordinates closely with the firm’s worldwide
Financial Industry Group, Private Equity, Corporate & Securities
and Funds teams to advise on a full array of financings and
investment transactions within the shipping and offshore
industries. Our global platform as well as our depth and scope
of expertise, positions Reed Smith to provide an unmatched
offering of services to our clients.

IRI is the world’s oldest and most experienced privately
administered maritime and corporate registry, providing for
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Maritime Investment
and Restructuring
Bracewell & Giuliani’s Maritime Investment and Restructuring
practice has a unique blend of experience in U.S. and
international insolvency law, maritime finance, regulatory,
and corporate law. Our attorneys have been at the forefront
of U.S. and international restructurings, new financings,
Jones Act issues, charter contracts, and other areas unique to
the maritime shipping industry.
We have been involved in the financing and acquisition
of a broad range of maritime assets, representing owners,
operators and managers of tankers, bulk carriers, towing,
and subsea maintenance service providers. This experience
provides our professionals with the ability to approach
each situation with a focus on delivering a comprehensive
solution that considers both the legal and business
objectives of maritime industry participants.

bgllp.com

Texas New York Washington, D.C. Connecticut
Dubai London Bracewell & Giuliani LLP
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RS Platou Markets AS is a full service licensed investment bank
headquartered in Oslo, Norway with a subsidiary in New York.
We offer a wide range of services including equity sales and
trading, fixed income, research and corporate finance within our
core maritime sectors to domestic and international clients and
investors.
RS Platou Markets AS is a part of the RS Platou Group which is a
leading international ship-and offshore broking group established
in 1936 providing services within chartering, sale and purchase
and contracting of ships and offshore units in addition to providing
structured finance for shipping and offshore companies.

Seward & Kissel, founded in 1890, is a leading U.S. law firm
with an international reputation for excellence. We have offices in
New York City and Washington, D.C.
Our practice primarily focuses on corporate and litigation work for
clients seeking legal expertise in the financial services, corporate
finance and capital markets areas. The Firm is particularly
well known for its representation of major commercial banks,
investment banking firms, investment advisers and related
investment funds (including mutual funds, private equity funds
and hedge funds), broker-dealers, institutional investors and
transportation companies (particularly in the shipping area).

Watson, Farley & Williams’ dedicated maritime and ship finance
legal practice is one of the largest in the world, with 110 specialist
maritime lawyers in offices spanning the US, Europe and Asia.
We were the first international law firm to establish an office and
permanent presence in Greece and this year we celebrate 30
years of providing innovative, cross border solutions in the full
range of maritime related matters.
Our international maritime practice regularly combines our equity
and debt capital markets experience with our sector knowledge
providing exceptional client service delivered by teams with
both the industry and technical knowledge our clients and their
transactions require.

Wells Fargo Securities delivers a comprehensive set of capital
markets products and services, including public debt and equity
origination and distribution, investment research, interest rate,
commodity and equity risk hedging, mergers and acquisitions
advice, prime services, structured lending facilities and municipal
bond origination. The institutional capital markets business is
comprised of more than 4,500 team members in 40+ offices
across the U.S., Europe and Asia.

The Firm’s attorneys, including those in the shipping finance
practice, are very experienced and highly regarded globally in
their respective practice areas. Many have been with the Firm
for most, if not all, of their legal careers. Our focus and expertise,
combined with the Firm’s stability, have enabled us to create a
work culture that is dedicated to professional excellence and
sound judgment, and that is committed to providing our clients
with effective, high quality, hands-on legal service.

Stifel is a full-service middle-market investment bank serving
clients in North America, Europe, and Asia. We provide strategic
advisory services to our clients that include initiating, structuring
and negotiating mergers, acquisitions, and divestitures as well
as providing fairness opinions, valuation, and restructuring
services. We also raise public and private debt and equity for
our clients through our institutional and retail brokerage network.
The combination of a full-service product offering and our 350
bankers’ deep domain and product expertise allows us to provide
solutions that meet the evolving needs of our clients.
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Clarkson Capital Markets
A global maritime, energy, and natural resources
investment banking boutique

www.clarksons.com
London . Houston . New York

Clarkson Investment
Services Limited

CIS Capital Markets LLC
A member of FINRA

Authorised and
regulated by the FSA
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finance banks as well as a wide range of owners, operators and
other investors. We cover all of the main industry segments,
including tankers and dry bulk, containers and reefers, LNG and
LPG, offshore, ferry, cruise, superyachts and other specialist
areas.
HELLENIC PETROLEUM is the largest industrial and
commercial company in Greece and one of the leading players in
the international energy sector, mainly in SE Europe.
The main current business activities are: Refining & Marketing
of petroleum products (R&M), Petrochemicals/Chemicals,
Oil & Gas Exploration & Production (E&P), Power Generation
Production and Trading and Natural Gas, Renewable Energy
Sources (R.E.S).
In the R&M sector the Group holds the three of the four refineries
in Greece, at Aspropyrgos, Elefsina and Thessaloniki. It also
operates 1.900 retail fuel stations throughout Greece. Abroad is
active in Fyrom, by owing the OKTA refinery. Also, it has developed
marketing activities through subsidiaries in Montenegro, Cyprus,
Bulgaria and Serbia by owning a network of c.280 retail stations.
In the E&P sector it holds exploration assets in Greece, Egypt
and Montenegro.
In the Power sector, the Group has set up the JV Elpedison,
through which it operates two CCGT plants at Thessaloniki and
Thisvi, with a total established capacity of 810MW.
HELLENIC PETROLEUM has entered the field of renewable
energy sources, with a portfolio exceeding 100MW in various
development stages.

Holman Fenwick Willan is an international law firm advising
businesses engaged in international commerce. With 14 offices
across South America, Europe, the Middle East and Asia-Pacific,
we provide a comprehensive legal service to the global maritime
industry.
Our ship finance group is recognised as one of the leading
practices in this field, acting for many of the world’s leading ship

Capital Link

5 Annual
Greek Shipping Forum
th

Our specialist lawyers advise on all forms of finance,
including loan agreements, restructurings and work-outs,
loan enforcement, private equity investment/shipping M&A,
newbuilding contracts or MOA disputes, charterparty disputes
or amendments, newbuilding resales and second hand sale and
purchase transactions, and insolvency.

At PwC we offer innovative ideas and practical solutions. We
provide industry-focused Assurance, Tax and Advisory services
to build public trust and enhance value for our clients and their
stakeholders.
PwC has been focusing on the Greek Shipping Industry for well
over 30 years through the development of specialised services
and business solutions to help our shipping industry clients deal
with the increasing complexities, challenges and developments
of a demanding business environment.
We have shipping industry specialists and teams across our
service offerings that are dedicated to bringing you the value you
are looking for. They include a team of US CPAs permanently
stationed in Greece specialising in US listed shipping companies,
as well local US Capital Markets experts. Additionally, they provide
advice to companies preparing to access the US public markets
as well as offer advice on executing other transactions, including
bond offerings or private placements. Our advisory team has
also built significant expertise in advising shipping companies
that wish to improve their processes and controls with an aim to
becoming more effective and efficient or to achieve compliance
with applicable regulations, such as the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of
the US. Our combined skills and detailed understanding of the
shipping industry has also been key to providing advice to a
number of private equity funds seeking to invest in this market.
PwC Greece (www.pwc.gr) is the largest professional services
organisation in the country, with over 800 people and premises
in Athens and Thessaloniki. We are part of the global network
of member firms of PricewaterhouseCoopers International
Limited (www.pwc.com), each of which is a separate legal entity.
More than 184,000 people in 157 countries across our network
share their thinking, experience and solutions to develop fresh
perspectives and practical advice. We can bring our local and
global PwC expertise to you in order to help address your issues
and deliver solutions.

"Positioning for the Rebound"
Monday, February 24, 2014
Athens, Greece
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GIBSON DUNN REPRESENTS COMPANIES IN THE
SHIPPING AND MARITIME INDUSTRY IN THEIR MOST
SOPHISTICATED MATTERS. WITH MORE THAN 1,200
LAWYERS IN 18 OFFICES WORLDWIDE, GIBSON DUNN IS
A FULL SERVICE GLOBAL LAW FIRM RECOGNIZED FOR
EXCELLENCE IN LEGAL SERVICES.

www.gibsondunn.com
Beijing  Brussels  Century City  Dallas  Denver  Dubai  Hong Kong  London  Los Angeles  Munich
New York  Orange County  Palo Alto  Paris  San Francisco  São Paulo  Singapore  Washington, D.C.
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INTERNATIONAL MEDIA PARTNERS

Allaboutshipping introduces the platform for the Shipping
Industry and beyond. Allaboutshipping is your platform!
Our mission is to create the free platform for all issues of the
shipping industry, the world’s biggest and most important industry
– after all, 80 percent of our planet is water and the majority of its
7 billion people live close to the sea!
120+ categories of subjects are covered in order to offer the
industry a variety of unbiased news and information!
Our goal is to challenge whatever hasn’t been challenged to
date! And it is not the power of information, as many try to put
forward: it’s the abuse of power of information that many live on
and that destroys the industry, physically and technically.
With 20,000 plus view per month, we begin to conquer the
maritime world, so come on board and gradually see what you get
from this site, entrust your written views with Allaboutshipping, as
well as your promotion in the form of an advert/banner.

BarclayHedge, a leading source for proprietary research in
alternative investments since 1985, has provided services
as a publisher, database and software provider, and industry
consultant. Barclay’s 18 hedge fund indices and 10 managed
futures indices are utilized worldwide as performance benchmarks
for hedge funds and managed futures. www.barclayhedge.com/

Lloyd’s List’s editorial mission is to provide information, analysis
and knowledge for business decision makers in the global
shipping community. In a changing and increasingly complex
shipping environment, Lloyd’s List’s remit is to deliver businesscritical information in the distribution channels most suited to the
needs of a customer, with immediacy and no matter where in the
world that customer is located.
As the flagship of the Lloyd’s List Group, Lloyd’s List provides a
unique conduit to the analytical power of Lloyd’s List Intelligence.
Conversely, Lloyd’s List’s journalists draw on this resource to
deliver more incisive information and analysis to readers. Lloyd’s
List establishes a forum for the shipping community, providing
a space for informed debate by business leaders, from ship
owners to classification societies to financial services providers
and seafarers, via interviews, opinion, surveys and exchange of
ideas.

The Maritime Executive, the MarEx Newsletter and maritimeexecutive.com are among the largest thought leader news
organizations world-wide, reaching over 300,000 readers in print,
online, via email, and on mobile. Our award-winning journalism is
a touchstone for readers passionate about the maritime industry.

Metal Bulletin is the leading intelligence service for the global
metal market. Covering all metals and steel, it provides a
comprehensive package of the latest news, pricing information
(over 950 prices listed), expert market commentary and
statistics. Metals covered in detail include carbon steel, stainless
and special steel, scrap and secondary, ores and alloys, raw
materials, minor and precious metals and base metals.
For more information, please visit www.metalbulletin.com

Steel First is an online news and prices service for the global steel
industry. Regional teams, close to the markets, provide the news
as it breaks PLUS over 250 steel prices. Features include The
Steel First Prices Database, an interactive, online tool allowing
you to analyze, view, and download prices in the currencies and
units you need for your models; Daily and weekly raw materials
indices and a fully searchable news and prices archive dating
back to 1997. Take your free trial today at www.steelfirst.com to
view the services offered to the Steel First subscribers.

Ship2Shore is a b2b online magazine reporting on the latest
news about financial, economical, political and loyal aspects
of the shipping, ports, transport and logistics industry in the
Mediterranean area, with special focus on Italy.
Thanks to Daily and Breaking News, Weekly PDF Magazines and
periodic Special Features, Ship2Shore provides its international
readership with accurate and high quality information: a useful
working tool for being regularly updated as well as an effective
means for web advertising.
A 3-weeks trial time is available by registering at www.ship2shore.
it/english
For infos: Mrs Sabrina Carozzino ph.: +39 010 2517945 – email:
commerciale@ship2shore.it
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YOUR KEY TO THE WORLD
OF ALTERNATIVE
INVESTMENTS

Global Databases and Directories
Hedge Funds
Funds of Funds
Managed Futures

BarclayHedge
a n i owa c o r p o r at i o n
a lter n at ive invest ment Dat aba ses

www.barclayhedge.com
US: +1 641.472.3456

info@barclayhedge.com
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TradeWinds is the world’s best selling shipping news provider.
Shipping’s major players rely on us as a source of news and
opinion to help them make the right decisions every day.
Our expert journalists combine unparalleled local knowledge
with unbeatable global insight and opinion, delivering the latest
breaking global news and most incisive independent analysis.
TradeWinds covers the entire shipping sector, from tankers,
dry bulk, shipbuilding, containers, finance, offshore, to marine
insurance, ship casualties, LNG and piracy. Today, we remain
one of the most powerful and influential brands in the industry.
TradeWinds newspaper published weekly and also available
online as an E-paper edition.

Worldoils is a company that combines the power of marketing as
well as the in-house expertise for the Oil, Gas, Offshore and the
Maritime industries. Worldoils’ web portal www.worldoils.com has
become a truly central platform for visitors who need information
regarding oil and gas products and services, research, training,
conferences, news and events as well as a popular advertising
base for providers of Oil, Gas, Marine and Offshore services.
Worldoils has also launched the jobs system and a marketplace.
In the recent months, Worldoils has strengthened its position as
a fast developing central place for buying and selling of land rigs,
offshore rigs, barge rigs and other oilfield and subsea equipment.

TradeWinds online news service provides the latest news and
exclusives 24 hours a day.
TradeWinds App is available free to subscribers on iOs and
Android mobile devices.
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Naftemporiki is the pioneer newspaper in the Greek financial
and business press, founded on 1924. A series of firsts, place
Naftemporiki at the top position among the daily financial
newspapers. Leader in circulation and readership, Naftemporiki
also delivers thorough editorial coverage from its popular, awardwinning, on-line informational source www.naftemporiki.gr.
One of the main features of Naftemporiki is the highest quality
of news and information provided to its readers, covering all
financial and business activities in Greece and abroad, offering
full and broad coverage of political, cultural, artistic and sports
events. With 4 weekly insertions and more than 30 annual special
editions, enhances its role as the information leader and valued
source.

Economia Publishing Group publishes business magazines;
books in Greek and English; organises conferences and
seminars on Greek economic and social current events with the
participation of businessmen, politicians and academics; and
is in charge of the historic Vovolini Archives, one of the most
significant and largest archives on Greece’s economic history,
representing an important knowledge bank of information for
researchers, economic historians and businesses.
OIKONOMIKI EPITHEORISSI: It is the only monthly business
magazine in Greece to have been published 80 years
consecutively. Since 1976, it has the exclusive rights in Greece
to reprint articles from The Economist.

Since 2010, “P. Athanasiadis SA” company (owner of
Naftemporiki) is running a cultural-entertainment city guide www.
clickatlife.gr. Since April 2012 “P. Athanasiadis SA” acquired
pestaola.gr, a popular site for technology news and founded
PESTAOLA MEDIA Ltd.

BUSINESS FILE: Is Greece’s longest running English-language
business magazine and has been available since 1991. Editor-inchief is Philip Pangalos, an Athens correspondent for the Sunday
Times, The Times and Sky News.

INTERNATIONAL NEW YORK TIMES – KATHIMERINI
ENGLISH EDITION
Ethnarhou Makariou Ave. & 2, Falireos St., 185 47 Neo Faliro
Tel: 210 480 8224, Fax: 210 480 8269
inytk@ekathimerini.com, www.inyt.com, www.ekathimerini.com

Contact information:
Address: 6-8, Vlahava Street, Athens 105 51
Tel: +30 210-3314714, info@economia.gr
www.economia.gr | www.facebook.com/economiagroup
http://twitter.com/EconomiaGroup
|
www.youtube.com/
economiagr

The International New York Times is the essential news source
for a global-minded and internationally engaged audience.
Building upon the distinguished 125-year heritage of the
International Herald Tribune, it offers its discerning readers the
international perspective on everything from politics and business
to fashion and the arts.
Backed by the global resources and worldwide brand recognition
of The New York Times, the International New York Times is
printed at 38 sites throughout the world and is for sale in more
than 135 countries and territories.
Kathimerini English Edition is a daily newspaper published
in Athens and is distributed exclusively with the International
New York Times in Greece and Cyprus. Written by a dedicated
editorial team, Kathimerini English Edition provides readers with
a comprehensive summary of the main political, business, social
and cultural news in Greece.

ELNAVI is the biggest and most respected Greek shipping
magazine. It analyzes every month the most important shipping
events in the Greek and global maritime industry. ELNAVI was
established in 1974 and today has 3,000 subscribers which is
the highest readership amongst all Greek shipping magazines.
ELNAVI covers global & Greek maritime events, business
developments of Greek shipping companies, market analysis,
profiles of the most dynamic and promising Greek maritime
personalities and marine environment & culture issues.
The magazine also includes special reports on various shipping
sectors, English supplement, researches and special features.
Elnavi e-paper. It is the online version of our magazine (available
at www.elnavi.gr), free of charge only to Elnavi’s subscribers &
advertisers using username & password to log in the new service.
Elnavi successfully participates in Posidonia Exhibition 2-6
June 2014 (Eleftherios Venizelos airport exhibition centre) at
stand 2,126 of 30sq.m. promoting the latest developments and
achievements of the Greek Shipping Industry.
Please visit www.elnavi.gr for more information
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SHIPPING International Monthly Review, which has been in
circulation continuously since 1957, has upheld its tradition of
offering up-to-date and objective information about the shipping
industry. Apart from timely news items, SHIPPING International
Monthly Review features articles pertinent to hot maritime topics;
and conducts annual surveys on key industry issues such as
shipmanagement, bunkering, salvage, classification, ship finance,
legislature, newbuilding and, of course, environmental protection.
The magazine is distributed throughout Europe and also reaches as
far as the United States of America and the Far East. Needless to
say, our widest readership comes from Piraeus, the centre of the
shipping industry.

www.maritimes.gr is a portal for shipping professionals worldwide
in both Greek and English.

Balkans.com Business News is a prominent and recognized voice
for business globally. As a Balkans business resource, we provide
up-to-date daily news and weekly reviews, market research, financial
reports, company news linking and database of companies who do
business in Albania, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus,
FYR Macedonia, Greece, Montenegro, Romania, Serbia, Slovenia
and Turkey. In addition, our notable industry news section provides
detailed information on business happenings for over 30 specific
industries. Our readers are high-level executives, business leaders,
educational institutions, investors, business owners and government
institutions throughout the world.

NAFSGREEN SHIPPING PORTAL
With online 24/7 information, professional high-tech layout, easy
navigation, fast downloading time, a variety of news, (SHIPPING,
CLASS, SHIPYARDS, ARTICLES, INTERVIEWS, CRUISES,
COASTAL, PORTS, SAFETY, TECHNOLOGY, ENERGY,
ENVIRONMENT, CASUALTIES, INSURANCE, EDUCATION,
PIRACY, REGULATION, SPECIAL REPORTS, EVENTS, AWARDS
etc.) videos, live web tv, e- magazine, daily newsletter – all totally free
- NAFSGREEN has achieved to become one of the major shipping
portals not only in Greece but also abroad, according to the world’s
most accurate metrics website www.alexa.com

The business-only website in English, Serbian and Greek keeps our
readers up-to-date with its comprehensive coverage of the region,
in-depth analysis of industries and business opportunities, interviews
with business leaders, special reports and a searchable database.
www.balkans.com

More than 12.000 visitors per day visit our shipping portal, while we
send a daily newsletter to more than 15,000 subscribers totally free.

www.efoplistesnews.gr provides information about global markets
,economy and business developments offering also opportunities
for interviews ,company reports and news to shipping and business
leaders ,executives and professionals from the global and local
shipping and business community (newbuildings, s&p, ports
,logistics, oil & commodities tradings, new deals from shipping
companies, chartering classification societies).
Our goal is to provide updated and accurate news and information
about Greek shipping community, deals, achievements and business
developments.
www.efoplistesnews.gr presents the Greek and Global shipping
industry and their achievements.
Please do not hesitate to contact us any time, Email: efoplistesnews@
gmail.com

www.maritimes.gr has always met the ever growing demand
for critical information and is considered a complete channel of
information on shipping. It is also recognized for its exclusive
interviews with highly respected professionals and decision-makers
in the day to day operations and the future of Greek Shipping.
An additional emphasis is given in web TV with selected programs
as well as the general televised coverage and advertisement.

SBC Channel is the first private TV Channel broadcasting in Greece,
with emphasis on Financial, Business and Stock Exchange Market
Information topics.
• It provides, on a daily basis, up to date information on the current
local and international financial developments.
• It informs the public on matters of investment awareness and on
the framework and rules governing business in Greece.
• SBC editing team gathers and filters information from a vast array
of reporting sources from Greece, Europe and USA.
• Data are selected so as to provide the best and effective
information to TV audience-investors, presenting business data
that are easy to understand and utilize.
• The knowledge of our analysts, experts and journalists, extracts
value from information data and transforms them into an
investment tool for financial activities in areas as Real Estate,
Trade, Stock Exchange, Technology, Labor Market, Shipping,
Healthcare and Tourism
• SBC is broadcasted in Athens, through DIGEA from frequencies
UHF63 for Ymittos & Aegina & UHF36 for Parnitha, Salonika,
through our collaboration with TV Thessaloniki, and nationally
through the collaboration with OTE TV, increasing even more the
number of its viewers.
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KEYNOTE SPEAKER
Miltiadis Varvitsiotis

Minister of Shipping, Maritime Affairs & the Aegean
Hellenic Republic
Mr. Varvitsiotis was born in Athens in 1969. He graduated from the Law School of the University of Athens and
completed his postgraduate studies in International Relations at Harvard University – Boston. His political activity
began in O.N.NE.D., the Youth Organization of the New Democracy Party. In 1997, he was elected member of the
Central Committee of the New Democracy Party. He has been elected to Parliament with the New Democracy Party for the Athens
B’ precinct since 2000. He is also a regular member of the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe and of the WesternEuropean Union Assembly, positions he has held since 2004.
During 2001-2004, he was Chairman of the Mercantile Marine section and during 2004-2007 of the Development section of the New
Democracy Party. He was the alternate Party leader representative in Parliament (2006-2007). During January and October 2009,
Mr Varvitsiotis served as Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs, responsible for economic diplomacy and international development
assistance.
During September 2007 till January 2009, he was the Chairman of the Standing Parliamentary Committee for Foreign Affairs and
Defense, a position he was elected to again in July 2012 and held this position till June 2013. On June 25, 2013, he was appointed
Minister of Shipping, Maritime Affairs and the Aegean by the Prime Minister Mr. Antonis Samaras.
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Randall C. (Randy) Anstine

Partner
Capital Markets Director
Global Professional Practice
EY Office: London, United Kingdom
Global Capital Markets Director, United Kingdom (London 2010
to date)
• Support area leaders and capital markets personnel serving
clients with cross-border transactions
and related reporting, principally foreign private issuers
• Develop and maintain global capital markets policies,
reviewer assignments and communications
• Oversee research and consultation on matters specific to
cross-border activities, principally foreign
private issuers
• Provide support for quality inspections, both internal and
regulatory
Capital Markets Director, Japan (Tokyo 2006 to 2010)
• Lead team of 10 capital markets partners, senior managers
and managers (both US expat and local
members) in cross-border quality reviews and related
securities offerings
• Consult on accounting, auditing and regulatory matters as US
GAAP/GAAS professional practice
designee
• Liaise between Japan area management and global
leadership, principally on quality matters
• Support expatriates and other foreigners on assignment in
Japan

Assurance Partner, United States (1987 to 2010)
• Lead audit services to US domestic SEC registrants with
multi-national operations and cross-border
transactions, principally UK (and throughout Europe), Mexico,
Japan and Canada
• Focus on manufacturing, consumer products and technology
sectors
• Direct recruiting and hiring of professional staff
• Develop and lead continuing professional education programs
Professional qualifications and memberships:
• Bachelor of Business Administration, Ohio University
• Certified Public Accountant (1980 - Ohio, United States)
• American Institute and Ohio Society of CPAs

Gust Biesbroeck

Global Head of ECT-Transportation
ABN AMRO
Gust has a global responsibility for ABN AMRO’
Shipping - and Aviation activities. Before
assuming this responsibility, he has been
working for ABN AMRO, and his predecessors, for 7 years as
risk- and portfolio manager in the Shipping - and Transportation
Group.
Prior to joining ABN AMRO, Gust worked for over 10 years
for Nedship Bank (now DVB) in various commercial roles in
Rotterdam, Athens and Hong Kong. Gust is a graduate from
Erasmus University’s Economic Faculty and did an executive
GMP program at Cedep in Fontainebleau, France
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Reed Smith is a leading international law firm with coast-to-coast
offices in the U.S., as well as in Europe, Asia and the Middle East.
Reed Smith’s market leading Shipping Group is comprised of over 90 specialist maritime lawyers spread across
our offices in Piraeus, London, New York, Washington, Houston, Dubai/Abu Dhabi, Hong Kong and Singapore. By
combining extensive expertise with global coverage we are uniquely placed to support your business.
“Reed Smith rises to the top tier this year, drawing on its long history of excellence in shipping law.”
Chambers & Partners UK 2013, ranked Band 1 for Shipping.
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with the Copenhagen Business School – initially in the field of
financial statement analysis and marketing, but today in relation
to the blue MBA at CBS”.

Nicolas Bornozis
President and CEO
Capital Link, Inc.

Since 1996 Mr. Nicolas Bornozis is the
founder, President and CEO of Capital Link,
Inc., an international investor relations and financial advisory
group. It assists listed companies and capital markets related
organizations to develop and maintain access to European
and North American investors. Capital Link has offices in New
York, London and Athens and is a leader in investor relations
for listed shipping companies, U.S. Closed-End Funds and ETFs
and international companies accessing the U.S. and European
markets.
He also established and managed, Alexander Capital, L.P, a US
broker-dealer firm, which developed brokerage and investment
banking business in North America with the Greek, Egyptian
and Russian markets. Sold the company at the end of 2003 to a
group of US investors representing Russian interests. Between
1998 and 2002, he also established and managed Alexander
Asset Management, Inc. which handled portfolios invested in the
Greek and European equity markets.
Prior to Capital Link (1988-1995), he served as President and
CEO of CCF International Finance Corp. (CCF IFC), the US
broker/dealer subsidiary of Credit Commercial de France, now
part of HSBC, and worked at the International Department of
Bankers Trust Company in New York (1982-1984) and then at
the Commercial Banking operation of CCF in New York (19851987) focusing on the financing of Wall Street firms and shipping.
He holds an MBA from Harvard Business School (1982) and a
Law Degree from the University of Athens (1979), in Greece with
specialization in commercial and corporate law and is a graduate
of Athens College in Greece.
For a period of twelve years he was a Visiting Lecturer on
International Banking and Finance at the City University Business
School (Department for Shipping Trade and Finance) in London,
United Kingdom. Also, he served as Chairman of the Investment
Management Committee of the Harvard Business School Club
in New York.

Robert P. Burke

Chief Executive Officer
Ridgebury Tankers
Mr. Burke has enjoyed a 35-year career in the maritime industry
spanning ship operations, finance and ownership. He graduated
from the US Merchant Marine Academy at Kings Point NY in
1981, serving as a ship’s officer for three years aboard US-flag
tankers.
Bob returned to shore in 1984 to earn his MBA from Columbia
Business School, followed by stints in the commercial department
at Marine Transport Lines and as a shipping banker at Bank
of New York. He then joined GE Capital in the marine finance
group, eventually leading the group as managing director until
his departure in 1998.
In 2000 Mr. Burke co-founded Great Circle Capital, a private
equity investment group backed by OPIC (Overseas Private
Investment Corporation) and institutional investors to invest
in ports, terminals, offshore oil support and other logistics and
transportation businesses. Leaving Great Circle in 2005, Mr.
Burke led attempts to acquire several shipping companies,
culminating with the purchase of Chembulk, a twenty vessel fleet
of stainless steel chemical tankers. Mr. Burke served as CEO
of Chembulk from the date of acquisition until the sale of the
business in early 2008 to BLT of Indonesia.
Mr. Burke currently serves as CEO of Ridgebury Tankers, a
portfolio company of Riverstone Holdings. Established in April
2013 with an initial equity commitment of $206 million, Ridgebury
is in the process of acquiring and managing a modern fleet of
refined products and crude tankers in anticipation of a recovery
in the shipping market.
Bob lives in Ridgefield, CT with his wife Lessley and their two
children, Lindsley (15) and John (11).

Robert Burns

Henriette Brent-Petersen

Chair of Investment and Restructuring
Practice
Bracewell & Giuliani

Head of Shipping & Offshore Research
DVB Bank SE
Before joining DVB Bank, Henriette BrentPetersen was heading the Maersk Broker
Research Department for almost a decade.
Maersk Broker Research provide shipping research on all
segments of the maritime shipping industry for international
shipping companies, banks and other stakeholders as a
consultancy service. Furthermore, Henriette has a strong
financial background from Citibank where she started as a
Management Associate and worked for several years as a
relationship manager before joining Maersk Broker in 2003.
Henriette started her working life as a country and bank analyst
covering Eastern Europe and CIS with the Danish ECA, Eksport
Kredit Fonden. Henriette holds a master degree in economic
science from the Copenhagen University and has worked as
an external teacher, lecturer and examiner for almost a decade

Robert Burns is chair of the Bracewell &
Giuliani Maritime Investment and Restructuring Practice. Bob
has extensive maritime law experience starting with his position
as general counsel of American Commercial Lines, where he
advised the company on legal issues such as vessel acquisitions,
charters, shipbuilding contracts, ship finance matters and
regulatory compliance.
He has also executed dozens of shipping transactions in the U.S.,
South America, Europe and Asia. Bob has served as counsel
in several maritime restructuring matters, including company
counsel to Marco Polo Seatrade, TMT Shipping, Trico Marine
Services, and Omega Navigation Enterprises. On the investor
side, Bob has served as counsel to bondholders in the OSG
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We offer a wide range of services including equity
sales and trading, fixed income, research and
corporate finance within our core maritime sectors
to domestic and international clients and investors
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bankruptcy; an Irish investment fund in the General Maritime
bankruptcy; and German and Norwegian investors in the Sanko
insolvency proceeding. Bob also represents corporate, private
equity and hedge fund clients in the evaluation and execution of
investment strategies in the shipping sector.

Jasel Chauhan

Senior Associate
Holman Fenwick Willan LLP
Jasel advises ship owners, banks and
financial institutions on a variety of corporate
shipping and finance matters, including ship finance, shipbuilding
and builder credits, joint ventures, shipping investment funds,
corporate restructuring and reorganisation, interest rate and
currency derivatives, hire purchase and leasing transactions and
security enforcement. Jasel has also been involved in some of
the most high profile restructurings of Greek-based ship owners
and managers in recent times and was also mentioned in Legal
500 Europe, Middle East & Africa, Greece (Shipping Finance) in
2011.
Prior to joining HFW, Jasel practiced as a general banking
and finance solicitor with particular focus on property finance,
acquisition finance, asset-based lending and securitisation.
Whilst on secondment to the business recovery division of
one of the largest international accountancy firms, Jasel also
provided legal advice to insolvency practitioners in relation to
administration and liquidation appointments.

Robin Das

Director & Founder
Auld Partners Ltd
Robin Das is Director and founder of Auld
Partners Ltd. Auld Partners is a shipping and
finance focused advisory boutique. Generally the firm works with
financial investors as well as shipping companies, operating at
board/owner and CEO/CFO level. Robin also owns and manages
a shipping asset sourcing, owning and servicing platform.
Until October 2011, Robin was Global Head of Shipping at HSH
Nordbank AG, the world’s largest provider of shipping finance.
Before joining HSH Nordbank in 2005, he was Head of Shipping
at WestLB and prior to this Robin was joint Head of European
Shipping at J.P. Morgan. He has worked in shipping finance and
shipping investment banking since 1995.

and conditions negotiations, and portfolio monitoring and risk
management. She is a member of the Investment Committees
for the Distressed Opportunities Funds, represents Siguler Guff
on a number of underlying fund advisory boards, and is a member
of the Board of Directors of Diamond S and Frontmarine, two
Distressed Opportunities Funds portfolio companies.
Prior to joining the Firm in 2009, Ms. Fassinotti was an Associate
Director in UBS Investment Bank’s Global Distressed Debt and
Special Situations Group where she was involved in all aspects
of the investment process. Ms. Fassinotti selected and executed
distressed investments, monitored non-performing credits,
and led restructurings. Before she joined UBS, Ms. Fassinotti
worked as a Research Associate at Lehman Brothers, where
she was responsible for coverage of the non-agency and hybrid
ARM residential mortgage sectors. Throughout her career, Ms.
Fassinotti has been actively involved in the restructuring activities
of various workouts in both the U.S. and Europe, including
Lehman Brothers, GMAC, RESCAP and FIAMM.
Ms. Fassinotti holds a B.A. magna cum laude in Government from
Harvard College and an M.B.A from the Tuck School of Business
at Dartmouth College, where she was an Edward Tuck Scholar.
She is fluent in English, Italian and Spanish, and conversational
in French and Dutch.

John T. Gaffney

Partner
Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher, LLP
John T. Gaffney is a partner in the New
York office of Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher, LLP
and a member of the Firm’s Mergers and
Acquisitions, Capital Markets and Securities Regulation, and
Corporate Governance Practice Groups. He has extensive
experience representing public and private companies in mergers
and acquisitions, divestitures, joint ventures and capital markets
transactions. Mr. Gaffney also advises boards of directors and
special committees on corporate governance matters. Mr.
Gaffney has extensive transaction experience advising domestic
and international clients across numerous industries, including
significant depth in the shipping, media, telecom and renewable
energy industries.
Mr. Gaffney earned his Juris Doctor and Masters of Business
Administration from New York University in 1986. He earned
his Bachelor of Arts from The George Washington University in
1982, where he was elected to Phi Beta Kappa.

Fotis Giannakoulis

Robin holds a BSc (Hons) degree from the University of
Strathclyde. He was born in Edinburgh, grew up in the Netherlands
and lives in London.

Marianna Fassinotti
Managing Director
Siguler Guff

Marianna Fassinotti is a Managing Director
at Siguler Guff and a co-portfolio manager for
the Firm’s Distressed Opportunities Funds. In this capacity, Ms.
Fassinotti is responsible for investment strategy implementation
and development, investment sourcing and selection, terms

Vice President, Shipping
Morgan Stanley
Fotis Giannakoulis, Vice President, joined
Morgan Stanley in 2010. He covers the global
shipping industry. Prior to joining Morgan Stanley, Fotis was a
banker at Fortis Bank (currently ABN AMRO) and Poten Capital
Services putting together a number of debt and equity financings
and working on several advisory mandates. In 2009, he advised
Eton Park exploring opportunities in the shipping sector and
originated a joint venture with Euroseas and another private
equity firm.
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Other indicative transactions include the private equity investment
of Fortis in Diana (DSX) and the subsequent IPO, the spin-off of
$1bn worth of assets for CMA CGM and the formation of Global
Ship Lease (GSL), the acquisition of Metrobulk from Quintana
and a number of offerings, debt and mezzanine transactions.
Fotis holds a Bachelors degree in Economics from University
of Piraeus and he earned his MBA with honors from Loyola
University Chicago, where he was the Walter F. Mullady scholar.
Fotis.Giannakoulis@morganstanley.com, (212) 761-3026

Erik Helberg

Chief Executive Officer
RS Platou Markets AS
Erik Helberg took on the helm as CEO at
RS Platou Markets in November 2009 after
joining in October the same year. Prior to
joining RS Platou Markets, Erik Helberg was Partner & Head
of Shipping Research at Pareto Securities. He has received
numerous awards from top analyst ranking agencies such as
StarMine & Prospera, and holds amongst other awards, three
#1 rankings as best stock picker in Europe/Norway. Erik Helberg
has extensive industry and business experience from all types of
ECM transactions and M&A assignments in Europe, Asia and the
US and holds a Master of Science degree in shipping, trade and
finance from City University Business School in London and a
Candidatus Magisterii in law from the University of Oslo.
The RS Platou Markets Group is a fully licensed investment
bank headquartered in Oslo, with a wholly owned subsidiary in
New York holding a broker-dealer and best-effort underwriting
license in the United States. As the investment banking arm of
the world’s leading ship- and offshore broker RS Platou ASA, the
RS Platou Markets Group are very dedicated and active within
the Shipping and Offshore sectors.

Herman Hildan

Equity Research
RS Platou Markets AS
Herman Hildan, Partner and Research
Analyst, is responsible for views on the
Shipping market and communicating these
views to the firms investors. He covers 35 Companies within the
seven segments; Tanker, Dry bulk, Container, LNG, Car Carrier,
LPG and Chemical tanker.
Herman joined RS Platou Markets AS in 2009 and was named
Partner in 2011. Prior to joining the firm, Herman worked at
Skandinaviska Enskilda Banken (SEB AB). Herman holds a
M. A (Hons) in Financial Economics from the University of St.
Andrews.
The RS Platou Markets Group is a fully licensed investment bank
headquartered in Oslo, with a wholly owned subsidiary in New
York holding a broker-dealer and best-effort underwriting license
in the United States. As the investment banking arm of the world’s
leading ship- and offshore broker RS Platou ASA, the RS Platou
Markets Group are very dedicated and active within the Shipping
and Offshore sectors.

Steven Hollander

Counsel in the Corporate Group
Watson, Farley & Williams
Steven Hollander is Counsel in the Corporate
Group in New York. His practice focuses
on corporate and securities transactions including securities
offerings, mergers, acquisitions, regulatory filings, private equity
investments, joint ventures, restructurings, other complex
business transactions and general corporate matters.
Steven also provides general corporate and securities
representation, including relating to corporate formation and
organization as well as capitalization and securities issuances.
Steven drafts Securities and Exchange Commission and stock
exchange filings and submissions and provides advice relating
to compliance with their rules and requirements, including the
Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, particularly as they relate to foreign
private issuers.
Steven is qualified to practice law in New York and New Jersey
and has represented companies in their initial public offerings
as well as other public and SEC-registration exempt securities
offerings and represented sponsors, acquirors and targets in
various M&A and private equity transactions.
Steven is the author of the article “A Guide to Due Diligence of
Commercial Contracts” published by the New York State Bar
Association Journal and is the co-author of the article “Public
Mining Company Disclosure: Common SEC Comments”
published by the Practical Law Company, and Steven has taught
a continuing legal education course in securities law.

Jon Howells

Managing Partner
Capstan Capital
Jon Howells started his career at a strategic consultancy firm
before spending 15 years at the investment bank Lazard. He
lead the transportation and support services practice in London
and advised on a number of transactions in the shipping with
clients including Hapag-Lloyd, Mitsui OSK Lines, and V.Ships.
He joined Capstan Capital in 2011 and leads the Shipping and
Shipping Services practice.

Sultan Riaz Khan

Advisor to the GMS Projects &
Finance Department
Sultan Riaz Khan has over 40 years of
experience in the shipping industry, including
commercial operations of a fleet of Drybulk vessels, Crude,
Product tankers and was on the Board of Eagle Container Lines.
He has hands-on experience in chartering, negotiating and
executing COAs, as well as in sales and purchase and selling
vessels for recycling.
Riaz established and successfully ran Marinav Shipping &
Trading, an ISI 9002 certified company involved in chartering and
S&P, in Geneva for 10 years and is also a citizen of Switzerland
and Canada.
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Through one of the largest dedicated maritime and
ship finance legal practices in the world, we’re
helping our clients to deal with the many challenges
and opportunities in today’s market.

Watson, Farley & Williams is proud to celebrate
30 years in Greece in 2014. With a deep
understanding of international trade, dry bulk
commodities, the energy markets and funding
alternatives for raising capital among listed and
private shipping companies, our international
practice of 110 specialist maritime lawyers is
unparalleled.
Clients value our:
• industry intelligence
• extensive experience
• deep commercial understanding
• technical excellence and
• creativity.
Steven Hollander, Counsel in Watson Farley & Williams’
New York Corporate Group, will be moderating a discussion
on “The Reopening of the Capital Markets for Shipping” in
the afternoon session at the 5th Annual Capital Link Greek
Shipping Forum.
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Joined DVB Bank to create a research department and served
as Managing Director of Research & Strategic Planning with
a 12 member team, covering 1,500 vessels in 17 sectors, 66
Sub Sectors, with a portfolio of $15.9 billion. Riaz was a voting
member of the investment fund SIIM with some 80 vessels.
During this period Riaz was also elected as Chairman of the
Editorial Board of Equasis.
Riaz left DVB bank in April 2013, after 12 years, and is now
working under the umbrella of Tavlon Consultancy, on potential
profitability of investments or workouts in the Maritime industry.
Clients include those involved in Private Equity, Hedge Funds, or
individuals who are already involved, or wish to be involved in the
shipping industry.

Nick Kounis

As an Assurance Partner with PwC Greece, Socrates is involved
in the provision of audit services to shipping companies, both
publicly listed and privately owned. Additionally, Socrates
has experience in providing services to the shipping industry
associated with capital markets transactions (e.g. IPOs,
private placements, bond offerings), structuring private equity
transactions, Sarbanes-Oxley compliance projects, process
mapping and internal control systems implementation, valuations,
M&A transactions, development of budgeting systems and
methodology.

Vassilios Maroulis

Director, Shipping, Logistics and
Offshore
Citibank N.A.
Vassilios joined Citi in 2005 and covers
Shipping, Logistics and Offshore across EMEA focusing in
Greece, Middle East and Russia.

Head of Macro Research
Group Economics
ABN AMRO
Nick is responsible for the bank’s analysis of
the global economic outlook and the implications for interest
rates and exchange rates. The group’s analysis is used by a wide
range of clients, including a broad spectrum of investors and
corporates, as well as the risk and asset and liability management
within the bank.
Nick has published on a wide range of areas, including the
impact of commodity prices on the global economy, the eurozone
sovereign debt crisis, global economic and financial imbalances
and monetary policy.
He frequently gives presentations for participants in the financial
markets as well as in industry and appears regularly in the
financial media, including the Financial Times, Bloomberg and
Reuters. Nick was previously Chief European Economist in the
Merchant Banking business of Fortis, providing research for
institutional investors and large corporates on the European
economy and the ECB’s monetary policy.
Before becoming a bank economist, he worked at HM Treasury
in London (the UK ministry of finance), advising ministers on the
international economy, including sovereign debt problems and
IMF programmes. He also advised on macroeconomic policy
and the fiscal framework. Nick holds degrees in economics and
finance, most recently from Durham University in the UK.

He has worked on a number of transactions across a wide variety
of segments across the Shipping, Logistics & Offshore space.
Vassilios graduated from University College London with a Masters
in Naval Architecture and Marine Engineering. Subsequently
received a Masters in Ocean Systems Management from MIT.

Efthimios Elias Mitropoulos
KCMG
Secretary-General of IMO

Mr. Mitropoulos has been the 7th SecretaryGeneral of IMO, Chancellor of the Malmobased World Maritime University and Chairman of the Governing
Board of the Malta-based International Maritime Law Institute.
Currently, he is Chancellor of the Chennai-based AMET Maritime
Education and Training University; Chairman of the Board of
the “Maria Tsakos” Foundation; and Patron of the International
Seafarers’ Welfare Trust and the International Maritime Rescue
Federation.
He is a retired Rear Admiral of the Hellenic Coast Guard and
author of several books on maritime safety/safety of navigation
and shipping economics and policy matters.

Ben Nolan

Director
Stifel Financial Corp.

Socrates Leptos - Bourgi, FCA

Assurance Partner, Global Shipping &
Ports Industry Leader
PwC
Socrates is the Global Shipping & Ports
Industry Leader of PwC, actively involved in the coordination
of the PwC network’s services to shipping & ports companies
around the globe. He holds a degree in Accounting & Finance
from the London School of Economics and Social Science and is
a Fellow of the Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and
Wales (ICAEW). He has been with PwC for over 15 years, having
worked with the firm in Athens and in London, in the Assurance
Department and in the Transaction Services Department.

Mr. Ben Nolan joined Stifel in May 2013 as
Director covering the shipping and offshore
sectors. Most recently Mr. Nolan was part of
Knight Capital covering both equity and debt of companies in the
maritime sector. Prior to Knight, he spent six years at Jefferies
as an equity research analyst covering the shipping sector. In
addition to equity research, Mr. Nolan spent several years as a
corporate financial analyst for EOG Resources in the oil and gas
business.
Mr. Nolan graduated from Texas A&M University with a B.B.A. in
Finance and received his M.B.A. from the University of Houston.
Mr. Nolan is also a CFA charterholder.
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SUPPORTING YOU
THROUGH THE UPS AND DOWNS

We offer the full range of legal services to shipowners, investors and financiers involved in the
shipping sector:
n

Loan agreements

n

Loan restructurings and work-outs

n

Loan (including ship mortgage) enforcement

n

Private equity investment/shipping M&A

n

Advice on newbuilding contract or MOA disputes

n

Advice on charterparty disputes and charterparty
amendments

n

Newbuilding resales and second hand sale and
purchase transactions

n

Insolvency
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Dimitri Vassos
Partner, Piraeus
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Partner, London
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Hamish Norton

Executive of Oceanbulk Maritime S.A.
& Chief Financial Officer and Head of
Corporate Development
Oceanbulk Carriers LLC
Hamish Norton is an executive of Oceanbulk Maritime S.A. and
is Chief Financial Officer and Head of Corporate Development of
Oceanbulk Carriers LLC. Until Dec. 31, 2012, he was Managing
Director and Global Head of the Maritime group at Jefferies &
Company Inc. He is known for creating Nordic American Tanker
Shipping and Knightsbridge Tankers, the first two high dividend
yield shipping companies. He advised Arlington Tankers in the
merger with General Maritime and has been an advisor to U.S.
Shipping Partners. He also advised New Mountain Capital on its
investment in Intermarine. In the 1990s, he advised Frontline on
the acquisition of London and Overseas Freighters and arranged
the sale of Pacific Basin Bulk Shipping.
Prior to joining Jefferies in 2007, Mr. Norton ran the shipping
practice at Bear Stearns since 2000. From 1984-1999 he worked
at Lazard Frères & Co., from 1995 onward as general partner
and head of shipping. Mr. Norton received an AB in Physics from
Harvard and a Ph. D. in Physics from University of Chicago.

replacement of existing secured debt held by 20 banks with
approximately $1 billion of debt and common equity. Most
recently, Mr. Pribor guided General Maritime through a prearranged Chapter 11 bankruptcy proceeding which resulted in
substantial reduction in total debt from $1.4 billion to $800 million
and annual debt service reduction from $175 million to $44
million, anchored by a $200 million new money equity investment
from Oaktree Capital Partners.
Prior to General Maritime, from 2002 to 2004, Mr. Pribor was
Managing Director and President of DnB NOR Markets, Inc., the
U.S. investment banking division of DnB NOR Bank ASA, one of
the world’s leading shipping banks, responsible for mergers and
acquisitions, strategic advisory services and U.S. capital market
activities for the bank’s shipping, offshore, logistics and energy
clients. From 2001 to 2002, Mr. Pribor was Managing Director and
Group Head of Transportation Banking at ABN AMRO, Inc. where
he was responsible for all commercial and investment banking
activities for shipping and other transportation companies in North
America. From 1996 to 2001, Mr. Pribor was Managing Director
and Sector Head of Transportation and Logistics investment
banking for ING Barings. He also worked for over 10 years in
the mergers and acquisitions group at Merrill Lynch, and as an
attorney in the corporate and banking law practice of Milbank,
Tweed, Hadley and McCloy. Mr. Pribor holds a B.A. from Yale
University and a J.D. and an M.B.A. from Columbia University.

Pericles S. Panagopoulos
Pericles S. Panagopoulos was born in Athens
and studied in Greece, Switzerland and
England. He studied at the Ecole Supérieure
de Commerce Lausanne, in the Canton of
Vaud, and then in London, where he studied
Shipping and Shipping Law at the City of London College.
Besides Greek, his native language, he speaks English, French
and Italian.
He started his career in shipping at a very young age and worked
in both cargo and passenger shipping. In 1971, after several
years of working in the passenger shipping business, he founded
Royal Cruise Line (RCL) with the purpose of engaging in luxury
cruises. RCL built and operated such well known cruise ships
as the Golden Odyssey, the Royal Odyssey and the Crown
Odyssey, all under the Greek flag and with Greek crews only.
Royal Cruise Line was repeatedly named one of the best cruise
Lines in the world.

Jeffrey D. Pribor

Managing Director and Global Head of
Maritime
Jefferies & Company, Inc.
Jeffrey D. Pribor is Global Head of Shipping
Investment Banking at Jefferies & Company, Inc. Previously,
Jeff was Executive Vice President and Chief Financial Officer
of General Maritime Corporation, one of the world’s leading
tanker shipping companies, from September 2004 to February
2013. Major accomplishments during his tenure at General
Maritime included successful hostile takeover defense, a
leveraged recapitalization with a $500 million special dividend
to shareholders, a major financial restructuring in 2011 involving

Lawrence Rutkowski
Partner
Seward & Kissel LLP

Lawrence Rutkowski is a partner in Seward &
Kissel’s Corporate Finance Department. Larry
has practiced law since 1979. He joined Seward & Kissel as a
partner in 1992.
Larry is head of the firm’s Maritime and Transportation Finance
Group, a cross section of attorneys within the firm from the
Corporate Finance, Corporate Securities, Litigation and Tax
departments with expertise on matters of interest to clients in the
transportation industry and is a member of the firm’s Business
Transactions Group. In such capacity, Larry has worked on
matters ranging from the formation of joint ventures, asset finance
transactions, secured and unsecured lending, registered and
unregistered securities transactions, mergers and acquisitions
and cross border leases to restructurings and bankruptcy.
Larry has been cited in Euromoney’s “Best of the Best”,
Chambers USA and Chambers Global, and The Best Lawyers
in America, and Who’s Who Legal 2009: Shipping and Maritime.
Larry has also been recognized by Best Lawyers in the practice
of Admiralty & Maritime Law in years 2006 - 2013, inclusive.
Most recently, Larry was named one of the top 10 lawyers in
Lloyd’s List One Hundred 2013 - The Most Influential People in
the Shipping Industry. For the second year in a row, Larry was the
only United States based lawyer included on the list.
Larry received his J.D. from Columbia Law School in 1978 and
his B.A. from College of the Holy Cross in 1975.
Larry can be reached at (212) 574-1206 or via email at rutkowski@
sewkis.com.
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SPEAKER BIOS
Alexander Tracy

Isabella Schidrich

Director
Miller Buckfire

Senior Managing Director
NASDAQ OMX
Isabella joined NASDAQ International as
Managing Director in 2001, responsible
for business development and account management of The
NASDAQ Stock Market in Western Europe. Following NASDAQ’s
acquisition of OMX, Isabella was promoted to Senior Managing
Director, responsible for the listings business of NASDAQ OMX
in Europe.
Prior to that, Isabella gained extensive business development
experience within the telecommunications industry, heading
business units at British Telecommunications Plc and at Deutsche
Telekom AG, and within the Services Industry.
Isabella graduated from Munich University with an Honours
Degree with distinction in Business Management.

Eric Schless

Managing Director
Wells Fargo Securities

Alexander Tracy is a Managing Director of Miller Buckfire. Mr.
Tracy has extensive experience advising clients on restructuring,
mergers and acquisitions, and financing transactions. Mr. Tracy
has led transactions across a broad range of industries for clients
including Starwood Capital Group, MagnaChip Semiconductor,
Axcelis Technologies, Dana Corporation, Dura Automotive
Systems, EaglePicher Holdings, Blue Water Automotive Systems,
Mervyns, preferred equity holders of Ion Media Networks, Neff
Corporation, Intervu Inc., Cunningham Graphics International,
Multilink Technologies, Shared Technologies, Americas Software
Company, CTM Group, Country Road Communications, Pendum
Inc., Anchor Danly, Paper Source Inc. and Lexington Corporate
Properties Trust.
Prior to Miller Buckfire, Mr. Tracy was a Vice President at Chanin
Capital Partners, which he joined in 2002. Prior to 2002, Mr.
Tracy worked in the mergers and acquisitions group at Prudential
Securities. Mr. Tracy has B.A. degrees in economics and English
from Amherst College.

Michael Webber

Senior Analyst, Director
Shipping, Equipment Leasing, &
Marine MLPs
Equity Research
Wells Fargo Securities, LLC

Eric H. Schless is a managing director in the
Industrials Investment Banking group at Wells
Fargo Securities, LLC. With over 20 years of investment banking
experience, he is head of the firm’s transportation group and is
based in New York.
Since joining the former Wachovia Securities in 2005, Eric
has focused on developing new clients both domestically and
abroad, with highlight transactions including numerous bookrun
equity deals in global and domestic shipping, trucking and
logistics; public M&A advisory assignments; and large leveraged
transactions.

Michael Webber, CFA, rejoined Wells Fargo Securities in 2010
as a director and Senior Equity Analyst covering the Ocean
Shipping Sector. Prior to joining the company, Mike was a senior
member of Deutsche Bank Securities’ transportation equity
research team, with lead responsibility for the ocean shipping
and equipment leasing sector.

Eric previous investment banking experience includes stints at
Bear Stearns & Co. and Schroders PLC, where he established
and built their respective transportation practices.

Prior to Deutsche Bank, Mike was a senior associate on Wells
Fargo’s transportation research team from 2006 to 2009. Mike
began his career in financial services as a product analyst with
Legg Mason. Mike is a graduate of the University of Virginia and
holds the CFA designation.

Eric received a B.A. degree from University of Virginia and a J.D.
degree from Washington and Lee University School of Law.

Rob Wilkins

Nicholas Stillman

Partner
Reed Smith LLP

Managing Director
Clarkson Capital Markets
Nicholas Stillman serves as Managing
Director of the Investment Banking division of
Clarkson Capital Markets, the boutique investment banking arm
of Clarkson PLC serving the shipping and offshore oil service
sectors. Mr. Stillman joined Clarksons in 2010, where he helped
establish its U.S. investment banking operations in early 2011.

Rob is a partner in the Shipping Group at
Reed Smith LLP, specialising in transactional
shipping work. He advises financiers, investors and shipowners
in relation to all aspects of the financing of newbuildings and
secondhand vessels (including debt finance, mezzanine
finance and sale and leaseback transactions) and in relation to
restructurings and work-outs.

Prior to Clarksons, Nicholas spent six years with the Maritime
Group of Jefferies & Company in both Houston and New York
and has over nine years of investment banking experience in
the shipping sector in total. Mr. Stillman graduated from the
Georgetown University School of Foreign Service with a B.S. in
Foreign Service.

Rob also advises in relation to the construction, conversion and
sale and purchase of, and ownership structures and joint venture
arrangements for, commercial vessels and other related marine
and off-shore assets. He has considerable experience acting for
banks and fund clients purchasing distressed shipping loans and
shipping loan portfolios.
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 SUEZ CANAL TRANSIT
 CREW EXCHANGE & REPATRIATION
 SHIPCHANDLING / OFFSHORE SUPPLY
Head office: Port Said – EGYPT
General Manager: Eng. Sheriff El-Sayad
manager@express-eg.com
info@express-eg.com supply@express-eg.com
Tel. 0020 663350002 | Fax 0020 663350004
Mobile 0020 1069111150
Branch offices: Suez, Alexandria, Damietta,
Red Sea Ports
London Agent: Panagiotis Kalaras
MBA Oil & Gas Management
Tel. 0044 (0) 7746338624 / 0044 (0) 7585419600
kalarasp@yahoo.com

SPEAKER BIOS
Michail Zekyrgias

Managing Director Global Credit and
Special Situations Group
Bank of America Merrill Lynch
Michail Zekyrgias is a Managing Director in the
Global Credit and Special Situations group of Bank of America
Merrill Lynch in London. Michail specialises in the analysis,
acquisition and trading of single name stressed and distressed
credits as well as in the analysis and acquisition of performing,
stressed and distressed loan portfolios in a variety of sectors,
inclusive of shipping.
Prior to joining Bank of America Merrill Lynch in 2008 Michail
worked in the Distressed Trading desk of Barclays Capital and in
the Investment Banking division of Citigroup in London. Michail
holds a Master of Science degree in Finance and Banking from
Bocconi University in Milan, Italy.
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International steel news, prices and analysis from Steel First

l The Steel First Prices Database’ – over 250 steel prices
l Daily round-up email with all the latest global steel news
l Exclusive interviews with steel industry experts

l Personalized breaking news alerts
l Interactive online pricing tool
l Extensive news coverage of the global steel markets

Free trials available at www.steelfirst.com
London | Shanghai | Singapore | Moscow | New York | Mumbai | São Paulo | Mexico City | Dubai | Istanbul

Shipping, transport and freight on line
www.ship2shore.it
Editor in Chief Angelo Scorza
SHIPPING
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Ship2Shore

DAILY NEWS

the latest news online every day in real time
WEEKLY MAGAZINE

fully illustrated articles every early week

Read every day news and featured stories
S2S Circulation 2013:

Website visits: 555,739 from 206 countries
Unique users: 358,282
New visits: 62.29%
Page impressions: 1,157,001
Newsletter mailing: some 50,000 email addresses
Readers: about 15,000 Companies
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“I paint to express myself, and to create a sense of personal
freedom and space. I observe the visible, and present my
own reality. Despite the constraints of the canvas, which allow
me only two dimensions to work with, I am still able to
create horizons that open up spaces, full of enchantment. I
lose myself in the adventure of painting, among the ideas and
pathways that my imagination summons up for me.
The adventure is self-knowledge, and I am always hungry to
know more, and to paint more….The colors and the strong
light are aspects of my preoccupations. When I paint, I ignore
the edges of the canvas extending beyond it onto the wall or
the floor. I have an obsession for fitting everything into the
work, even myself. I want to feel that I am in the picture,
an actual part of it.
This for me is a truly liberating experience. The unique
qualities of freedom, and the freedom associated with
rhythm and breathing are contrasts that provide my painting
with a source of energy. Each piece of work is a new adventure
with an ending that cannot be anticipated”
Maria Filopoulou

Maria Filopoulou, the famous Greek painter, is born in 1964 in Athens. She studied painting in Paris at the
“Ecole Nationale Supιrieure des Beaux-Arts” under Leonardo Cremonini, during the period 1984-1988.
Continued with postgraduate studies at the same school, with a scholarship of the French Government, during
the period 1988-1989 (lithography under Αbraham Hadad). Her works are to be found in the National Gallery,
in the Greek Parliament, and in private museums and collections in Greece and abroad. She has received
several awards and recognitions for her work.
www.mariafilopoulou.com
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Capital Link Shipping

...Linking Shipping and Investors Across the Globe

Capital Link is a New York-based Advisory, Investor Relations and Financial Communications firm. Capitalizing on our
in-depth knowledge of the shipping industry and capital markets, Capital Link has made a strategic commitment to the
shipping industry becoming the largest provider of Investor Relations and Financial Communications services to
international shipping companies listed on the US and European Exchanges. Capital Link's headquarters are in New York
with a presence in London and Athens.

Investor Relations & Financial Advisory

Operating more like a boutique investment bank rather than a traditional Investor Relations firm,
our objective is to assist our clients enhance long term shareholder value and achieve proper
valuation through their positioning in the investment community. We assist them to determine
their objectives, establish the proper investor outreach strategies, generate a recurring
information flow, identify the proper investor and analyst target groups and gather investor and
analyst feedback and related market intelligence information while keeping track of their peer
group. Also, to enhance their profile in the financial and trade media.

In our effort to enhance the information flow to the investment community and contribute to improving investor knowledge of
shipping, Capital Link has undertaken a series of initiatives beyond the traditional scope of its investor relations activity, such as:

www.CapitalLinkShipping.com

A web based resource that provides information on the major shipping and stock market
indices, as well as on all shipping stocks. It also features an earnings and conference call
calendar, industry reports from major industry participants and interviews with CEOs, analysts
and other market participants.

Capital Link Shipping Weekly Markets Report

Weekly distribution to an extensive audience in the US & European shipping, financial and
investment communities with updates on the shipping markets, the stock market and listed
company news.

www.CapitalLinkWebinars.com

Sector Forums & Webinars: Regularly, we organize panel discussions among CEOs, analysts,
bankers and shipping industry participants on the developments in the various shipping sectors
(containers, dry bulk, tankers) and on other topics of interest (such as Raising Equity in
Shipping Today, Scrapping, etc).

Capital Link Investor Shipping Forums

In New York, Athens and London bringing together investors, bankers, financial advisors, listed
companies CEOs, analysts, and shipping industry participants.

www.MaritimeIndices.com

Capital Link Maritime Indices: Capital Link developed and maintains a series of stock market
maritime indices which track the performance of U.S. listed shipping stocks (CL maritime Index,
CL Dry Bulk Index, CL Tanker Index, CL Container Index, CL LNG/LPG Index, CL Mixed Fleet
Index, CL Shipping MLP Index – Bloomberg page: CPLI. The Indices are also distributed
through the Reuters Newswires and are available on Factset.
Capital Link - New York - London - Athens

New York - 230 Park Avenue, Suite 1536, New York, NY, 10169 Tel.: +1 212 661 7566 Fax: +1 212 661 7526
London - Longcroft House,2-8 Victoria Avenue, London, EC2M 4NS, U.K Tel. +44(0) 203 206 1320 Fax. +44(0) 203 206 1321
Athens - 40, Agiou Konstantinou Str, Suite A 5, 151-24 Athens, Greece Tel. +30 210 6109 800
Fax53
+30 210 6109 801
Page

www.capitallink.com
www.capitallinkforum.com

www.maritimecsr.com

Maritime

CSR

.com

A permanent web-based resource, www.maritimecsr.com not only centralizes
information on corporate social responsibility (CSR) in the shipping and
and practices by governmental and non-governmental organizations, industry
associations, and especially companies.

Athens:: +30 2106 109800 | New York: +1 (212) 661-7566 | London: +44(0) 20 3206 1322
Email: forum@capitallink.com
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www.CapitalLinkShipping.com
…your link to shipping and its listed companies

• All listed Company news and Company profiles
• Share prices – comparative charts among indices and companies
• Earnings and conference call calendar
• Company presentations
• Daily news on the shipping industry, commodities and energy
• Shipping industry reports on dry bulk, tankers, containers, LNG/LPG
• Fixtures, TC rates, TC rate charts
• Sales and purchase and demolition markets
• Shipbuilding
• FFAs
• Weekly shipping and stock market review
• Interviews of CEOs and other industry participants
• Message boards and blogs
• Sign up for news and alerts and for our Weekly Newsletter
• Personalize your screen with companies and news you want

Sign up for FREE access
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…your Link with the Global Investment Community

NEW YORK Tel. +1 212 661 7566
LONDON Tel. +44 (0) 20 3206 1322
ATHENS Tel. +30 210 6109 800
E-MAIL: shipping@capitallink.com

Capital Link

...your link with the global investment community

Excellence in Investor Relations and Financial Communications
Your Link With the Global Investment Community
With its headquarters in New York and presence in London and Athens, Capital Link has been active since 1995 in
the field of Investor Relations and Financial Communication. Its activities focus mainly on three areas: 1) Linking
companies with strategic and institutional investors, bankers, analysts, and the financial media in Europe and the
United States, 2) American Closed-End Funds and ETFs, 3) Listed shipping Companies. Capital Link's programs
combine IR, IT and financial media in one comprehensive package enabling Companies to maximize their
penetration and recognition in the global investment community.
Capital Link maintains close collaboration with the three main US Stock Exchanges (New York Stock Exchange,
American Stock Exchange (now part of NYSE) and NASDAQ), the London Stock Exchange, the Athens Stock
Exchange as well as numerous companies in Greece, Europe, US and Chile. It also organizes annually in New
York, London and Athens a series of Investment Forums focusing on its main activity fields
(www.capitallinkforum.com).
Capital Link has a leading position globally in the area of Investor Relations with respect to shipping, as it
cooperates with the majority of shipping companies listed on the three US Stock Exchanges, as well as in London
(LSE and AIM) and Milan. Capital Link is by far the most recognizable IR firm in this sector with unique access to
investors, analysts, media and bankers. It has built the most extensive and effective platform for linking Listed
shipping Companies with the investment community in Europe and the United States. Capital Link is a member of
the Baltic Exchange and organizes regularly Analyst and CEO Forums on tankers, containers and dry bulk
shipping. Additionally, it holds annually the "Invest in International Shipping" Capital Link Forums in New York and
London. Finally, it also maintains a shipping portal with information on all UK and US Listed shipping Companies
(www.capitallinkshipping.com).
Capital Link has also a leading position in US Closed-End funds and ETFs, as it cooperates with the major fund
sponsors in these sectors. The Annual Capital Link "Closed-End Fund and Global ETF" Forum taking place in New
York, celebrating its 13th year, is considered the most significant Forum of the sector. In the context of this Forum,
Capital Link organizes the "Annual Closed-End Fund & Global ETF Awards" which recognize funds and managers
who adhere to high standards of Corporate Governance, financial disclosure and Investor Relations. Capital Link
also maintains a portal with information on these funds (www.closedendfundforum.com).
Capital Link has built one of the most extensive and effective networks for the promotion of international
companies that want to access the European and US capital markets. In this area, Capital Link has built extensive
regional expertise across developed and emerging markets having worked with listed companies and capital
markets related organizations from several countries, including Canada, Chile, Cyprus, Greece, France, Germany,
Ireland, Italy, Portugal, Russia, Spain, Switzerland, Turkey, United Kingdom and the United States. Also, broad and
diversified industry expertise with a client base across several sectors - banking & finance, chemicals, cement &
construction, food and beverage, insurance, investment management, IT & computers, mining, oil & energy,
packaging, pharmaceuticals & cosmetics, retailing, telecommunications, transportation etc.
Capital Link is proud to have worked with several governmental organizations organizing presentations to U.S.
investors for the Finance Ministers of Bulgaria, France, Greece and Portugal. We have worked with the majority
of Stock Exchanges in the United States and Europe (New York, American, NASDAQ, Chicago Board Options
Exchange, Athens Exchange, Euronext, London Stock Exchange/ AIM, Deutsche Boerse, Lisbon Stock Exchange,
MICEX, Swiss Exchanges. The Paris Bourse was our first client in 1995.

Capital Link - New York - London - Athens - Oslo

New York - 230 Park Avenue, Suite 1536, New York, NY, 10169 Tel.: +1 212 661 7566 Fax: +1 212 661 7526
London - Longcroft House,2-8 Victoria Avenue, London, EC2M 4NS, U.K Tel. +44(0) 203 206 1320 Fax. +44(0) 203 206 1321
Athens - 40, Agiou Konstantinou Str, Suite A 5, 151-24 Athens, Greece Tel. +30 210 6109 800
Fax56
+30 210 6109 801
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UNLOCKING THE
WORLD’S POTENTIAL
NYSE Euronext connects and operates the world’s most important capital
markets, empowering global business to seize opportunities that unlock
potential throughout the world.
NYSE Euronext is constantly innovating new products, powering new
trading platforms and leveraging its business network to create the most
active connections between companies, capital and ideas.
We help unlock the potential of public companies by providing them access
to the capital and opportunities they need to transform their business.
CONTACT:
SCOTT R. CUTLER
EVP & Head of Global Listings
+1 212 656 2400
scutler@nyx.com

Capital Link

5 th Annual
Greek Shipping Forum
"Positioning for the Rebound"
Monday, February 24, 2014
Athens, Greece

ORGANIZED BY

Capital Link
INVESTOR RELATIONS &
FINANCIAL COMMUNICATIONS
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